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ABSTRACT 
Traditionally stone spades discovered in Hong Kong that has been dated to 
Neolithic period are thought to be related directly to agricultural activities. 
However, the claim has not been scientifically proved. This research 
therefore aims to explore the issue, and attempt to extract in-depth 
archaeological information through use wear analysis on stone spades from 
Yung Long. It is found that these stone spades have been used as a tool fo「 
scraping non-sand soil, but the overall information from Yung Long do not 
strongly support signs of agricultural activities during Late Neolithic Yung 
Long. By using the framework of chame operatoire and cognitive 
archaeology, this thesis concludes that the lithic assemblage discovered from 
Yung Long is inferring to a hunting/fishing subsistence mode. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (HKSAR) is located at the eastern 
shore of the Pearl River Delta, and faces the South China Sea to the south. 
The administrative total area is 1104km^ which comprises of Hong Kong 
Island, Kowloon Peninsular, New Territories and 262 outlying islands (HKSAR 
2010). Hong Kong has a geographic coordinate of 22°15’N 114°10’E (CIA 
2010). Currently there are 215 listed archaeological sites^ by the Antiquities 
and Monuments Office (AMO), HKSAR. 
According to archaeological, ethnographic, linguistic and various research of 
other disciplines, Hong Kong is geographically a middle area between South 
China, Southeast Asia regions. Understanding the ancient society in this 
area will provide some insight regarding not only the local historical and 
cultural development, but also a regional cultural development. 
The peopling of Hong Kong can be traced back to over 6000 years ago in the 
Neolithic period, which can be divided into the Middle and Late Neolithic 
periods. Various stone implements have been found in these Neolithic 
assemblages, including stone spades. 
Stone spades were first recovered dated to the early phase of the Late 
Neolithic period (4900 BP - 4200 BP) in Hong Kong (see 2.1 below). In most 
literatures on South China archaeology, as well as publications on Hong Kong 
archaeology, the discovery of spade, along with axe, adze and plough has 
1 AM02009 . List of Sites of Archaeological Interest in Hong Kong as nt Feb 2009. AMO. HKSAR 
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often been used to infer some agricultural activities (Chen 2002; Lu and Li 
2002; Mo 2003). In fact, some papers on archaeology in Hong Kong and in 
mainland China have presumed that the existence of certain type of artefacts 
would imply the existence of some particular and major activities, and they 
furthered their argument based on typological analysis alongside with other 
features and ecofacts (Liu 1995). Others have assumed that some artefacts 
belong to particular tool kits for specific subsistence strategies, without 
displaying sufficient proof of ecofacts and evidences of any functions (Rogers 
1995). To summarize, there lacks scientific research that could prove or 
disprove the relationship between spades and agricultural activities during the 
Neolithic period. This thesis thus will explore the prehistoric cultural 
development at a Neolithic site Yung Long by extracting scientific information 
from spades discovered in the site through various research methods. 
1.1 Definition of Stone Spade 
The word ' s p a d e '關 in Chinese means a flat tool made of wood and iron [平 
木鐡器 ] ,and its function is to remove stones from soil 關丨丨(妬](Kangxi 
Online Dictionary n.d.). The typological classification of stone tools in 
Chinese archaeology apparently has been influenced by this definition, as a 
flat and rectangular stone implement with a handle is usually defined as a 
"stone spade", and is speculated to be an agricultural tool in the Neolithic 
period, as ploughing in farming activities involves digging soil and removing 
larger stones from the field (i.e. Tong 1998). Similar speculation also exists in 
Hong Kong archaeology. 
2 ——…… 
Mo (2003:150) has defined stone spade with a dimension of about 90 x 70 x 10 
•、 
m m � � � b u t he has not stated why there is only one measurement. However, 
the statistic proportion of width, length and thickness of a spade should be 
different from that of other stone tools such as axe, adze and other stone 
implements. Based on my research on stone spades found in Yung Lung and 
other sites, I will define a stone spade as a stone tool made by bifacial flaking 
technique and fully grounded to give a polished surface, its width ranges 
between 8 and 12cm, its thickness is roughly 20% of the width, and the length 
is approximately 120% of the width. Morphologically, a stone spade is of 
rectangular shape, and is a flat and thin implement (repeating and is not 
"morphologically")with one slightly curved or straight edge (either sharp o「 
blunt) as its working edge. 
1.2 Importance of Stone Spade Research 
Archaeological assemblages usually contain artefacts, ecofacts, features and 
human remains. Each of the categories in turns contains information on 
lithics，ceramics, metals etc. as well as on the environment and resources 
(Renfrew and Bahn 2008). In prehistoric stone toolkits, each type of tools 
serves certain function(s) and plays its role in cultural development. This 
research focuses on the function(s) and meanings of one lithic tool: the stone 
spade, as it is one of the most commonly found Neolithic stone tools not only in 
prehistoric Hong Kong, but also in the Pearl River Delta, the Yangzi and Yellow 
River valleys. Apparently, this stone tool must have important role(s) and 
meanings in the Neolithic cultures of China. 
The study of stone spade also has further implications. Semonov (1904 
；1957];33) suggested that '[o]nly by means of stone could man more or less 
extensively exploit wood, bone and antler for tools". This preposition has 
highlighted the importance of stone as tool for subsistence in prehistory, and 
assigned it as an indispensable tool type used by past humans to adapt and 
ecapt2 (Hommon 2005) the environment. Thus, the study of stone tool is not 
only about human and cultural development, but also about human beings, 
exploitation and adaptation to their environment and resources. In this thesis, 
the study of stone spade is also about how the prehistoric people in Hong 
Kong adapt and ecapt their environment. 
As mentioned above, some scholars have suggested that stone spade was a 
type of agricultural tool, thus the existence of spade would imply agricultural 
activities on site. This hypothesis has been presumed without any scientific 
research on the tools. The emergence of agriculture has not been proved or 
disproved in the region of Hong Kong. While there are signs of agriculture in 
Late Neolithic Sha Ha (Antiquities and Monuments Office 2001), The 
phenomenon has not been researched in the general context in Hong Kong. 
In other areas such as the Mesopotamia and Europe, the dawn of agriculture 
has led to what is known as 'Neolithic Revolution' (Childe 1951). Agriculture 
appeared in the archaeological record with sedentism, and it thought to have 
implication to ownership, change of dietary pattern, development of hierarchy 
and trade networks etc. If this happened in Late Neolithic Hong Kong, it could 
be reflected in the archaeological materials in a more explicit way in terms of 
2 The term .Ecapt' is proposed by Hommon (2005). Taking its root from the term 'Adapt', Hommon suggested that 
human has the unique ability of changing the environment to fit their need (as opposed to adaptation, where the 
environment changed the organism for its continual survival). 
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assemblage compositions and settlement patterns. 
However, no use wear or other in-depth study has been carried out on this 
hypothesis to date^ By studying the stone spade and examining the claim 
that stone spades could be a tool for agriculture, it will help us to understand 
the prehistoric economics and other social activities in Hong Kong, as well as 
the dynamics between prehistoric human beings and the environment and 
resource in this area. Further, my study on stone spade in Hong Kong may 
provide useful references for the study of stone spades found in mainland 
Ghina and other areas. 
In this research, some questions are to be asked in order to seek some 
understandings of the prehistoric cultural development in Hong Kong, as 
follows: 
a) What is the function of stone spades? 
b) Is stone spade a tool related to agricultural activities? 
c) What are the human choices behind the manufacturing and use of 
stone spades? 
d) Is agriculture a significant subsistence activity in Hong Kong? 
e) What can we learn in terms of the prehistoric cultural development of 
an archaeological site by integrating the study of the stone spade 
and other tools, as well as other associated archeological data of the 
site? 
J Chan (2005) has conducted use wear analysis on adze and used it for soil digging, and concluded that adze could 
bf： a mijlt i f i jnctional tool. 
- ^ .- - � - . … - … 
1.3 Structure of the Thesis 
Following this introductory chapter, the structure of this thesis is set out as 
follows: 
〇 Chapter 2 is a Literature Review, which reviews major literature that 
directly relates and formulates the core of this research. 
〇 Chapter 3 is on research questions and methodology, which presents 
the research question and the methods to study stone spades and the 
associated lithic assemblage from Late Neolithic Yung Long. 
〇 Chapter 4 is on data collected for this research. Geographical and 
archaeological information gathered in「elation to Late Neolithic Yung 
Long are presented. 
o Chapter 5 places the stone spade and the lithic assemblage in the 
chaine operatoire framework, and examines each stage of 
manufacturing through a cognitive approach by looking at choices 
made that could be interpreted from available data. 
〇 Chapter 6 concludes the information discussed in this thesis by 
organising and relating them to the framework of economic, social and 
cognitive development at Yung Long and adjacent areas. 
- ^ 
CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
This chapter briefly introduces the archaeology in Neolithic Hong Kong. 
Typological and functional analyses are reviewed. The advantages and 
disadvantages of various research methods used in this thesis are discussed, 
followed by reviewing chaine operatoire (after Semenov 1964)， cognitive 
archaeology (after Renfrew 1982) and classification of social development 
(after Service 1971). 
2.1 The Neolithic Chronology in Hong Kong 
The Neolithic period in Hong Kong is dated between 6500 BP and 3500 BP, 
lasting for approximately 3000 years. Based on a comparison between 
material cultures found in the Pearl River Delta region and Hong Kong, the 
earliest recognizable Neolithic culture in HK is dated to the middle Neolithic, 
followed by the late Neolithic. Both are further divided into early and late 
phases, 3S there arG some noticeable differences in the archaeological 
materials found in different periods. Thus the Neolithic chronology in Hong 
Kong is as follows (after Chiu et. al. 1999; also Fu 2006): 
, M i d d l e Neolithic (6500 - 4900 BP) 
〇 Early phase (6500 - 5700 BP) 
〇 Late phase (5700 - 4900 BP) 
r Late Neolithic (4900 一 3500 BP) 
o Early phase (4900 一 4200 BP) 
o Late phase (4200 - 3500 BP) 
… ‘ — … ― I … — — -
�_)./•/ Earlier Archaeological Sites in Hong Kong and Early Plidso of ffic 
Middle Neolithic (6500 BP - 5700 BP) 
The earliest human occupation in Hong Kong can be traced back to 
approximately 6500 BP - 5700 BP, which is the Early Phase of the Middle 
Neolithic. It is characterised by painted and white chalky ware with incised 
cord marks, as well as sand and grit coarse wares (AM〇 2007: 5; Lu, H. L. 
2007: 10). There are also decorative perforated holes on the foot ring of 
some pottery. Small ground stone implements and pebble tools have been 
commonly found (Chiu et al. 1999). Adzes are rectangular/ trapezoidal in 
shape, without shoulder or step (Fu 2006). Typical sites dated to this period 
include Chun Ham Wan Hai Tei Wan [继地?f孔 Yung Long [；y]浪] 
Stratum 2B，Tai Wan [人？!] Stage II，Sham Wan [深if乳 Lung Ku Chau [脆鼓洲 
]and Lung Ku Tan [ i j i i y i i l ] Lower Stratum (Chiu etal. 1999; Lu, H. L. 2007: 10 
- 1 1 ) . Similar cultural remains have also been identified on sandbar and shell 
midden sites within the Pearl River Delta Region, such as in Xiantouling [In^gi 
銜](stages 1 - 3)，Dahangsha [人iVr沙]，Dameisha [人悔沙],Xiaomeisha [小悔 
沙]，lower stratum of Heisha [,丨,1:!;沙]and Hoshawan 沙？?] (Lu, H. L. 2007: 10 
- 1 1 ) . 
There are signatures for earlier human activities in Hong Kong before 6500 
BP, such as from Tung Wan [！ i^iff], and Kau Sai Chau [fi'Ti凡i•洲]，where stone 
implements with unifaced and bifaced flaking technology have been detected. 
Another finding place Wong Tei Tung has yielded a date as early as 39000 BP, 
way into the Palaeolithic (HKAS 2005a; 2005b: 11). It is tempting to push 
-
back the earliest date of human occupation into the Palaeolithic based on this 
data. However, the academia remained sceptical about the result, as the 
dating of the upper stratum L4 (39000 BP) has resulted an older date than the 
lower L5 (35000 BP) (Lu 2007; Dept. of Earth Science, The University of Hong 
Kong 2007; Zhang and Ng 2010). Moreover, the excavation at Wong Tei 
Tung in 2004 and 2005 was located on the slope of a steep hill, where some 
doubted the archaeological deposits was not in situ (Lu 2007). However, the 
field archaeologists have typologies the lithic implements from L4 as similar to 
those of Sumatralith (Zhang and Ng (eds.) 2010)，and they identified the 
assemblage with Palaeolithic technological elements。. According to a more 
recent dating using OSLS conducted by AMO, the earliest date at Wong Tei 
Tung would be around 6500 BP, suggesting a Middle Neolithic context of the 
site (Lu 2007). However, there is currently no overwhelming evidence to 
suggest an agreed dating among the archaeological community. 
2.1.2 Later Middle Neolithic (5700 BP 一 4900 BP) 
Later Middle Neolithic is dated between 5700 BP and 4900 BP (Chiu et al. 
1999). It is marked by a change of decoration style using engraving and 
stamping. Incised circular lines and wavy patterns were applied on the 
exterior body and interior rim of pottery, and bubble patterns were stamped 
particularly on chalky wares (Chiu et al. 1999; Li 2007). Perforated holes 
became larger in size than that in the previous stage (Chiu et al. 1999). Lithic 
style followed the trend from the earlier period, while double shouldered adzes 
began to appear in the archaeological record (Fu 2006). Typical sites from 
‘ Z h a n g and Ng (eds.) 2010 pp. 1 3 8 - 142 
- … _ 』 
this period include Fu Tei � ] ’ Kwo Lo Wan [iWli';"WH]’ Tung Wan Tung 
Wan Tsai North ['U^^lf j\|L] lower stratum, Sham Wan stratum F, Sai Wan [i儿i/H 
] ,Sha Chau [沙洲]stratum 4 and Lo So Shing [iS站J成]lower stratum (Chiu et 
al. 1999; Fu 2006; Lu, H. L. 2007). 
In many archaeological sites located at raised sand beach in Southern China, 
there is a natural 'Intermittence L a y e r ' ( � � � � � � r f ) between the Early and Late 
Middle Neolithic strata, in which no artefacts have been recovered. This is 
「elated to the natural formation of these raised sand beaches, where 
deposition on the lower part of the site caused by a rise in sea level. When the 
coast retreated to its former level, human activities took place again on the 
momentarily submerged land on the lower part of the site (Chiu et al. 1999). 
2.1.3 The Early Phase of the Late Neolithic (4900 BP - 4200 BP) 
This period is characterized by an increase in sandy coarse ware, and the 
decline of painted chalky ware, as well as the appearance of impressed 
geometric patterned soft pottery with leaf patterns (Chiu et al. 1999; Fu 2006; 
AM〇 2007: 5; Lu, H. L. 2007). There is also an increase in quantity of ground 
stone implements. New types of stone tools appear, such as yue � � s p a d e , 
chisel, arrowheads, slotted rings or que � ] . S t e p p e d features appeared on 
adzes, with or without shoulders (Fu 2006). Material cultures from Yung Long 
stratum 1B, the headland at Sha Lo Wan, Sham Wan stratum F, Sha Ha, and 
Tung Wan Tsai contained these characters (AM〇 2007: 5; Fu 2006; Lu, H. L. 
2007: 12; Chiu et al. 1999). Similar sites in Zhu Jiang Delta include 
— - — 
Xiantouling (stage 4 - 5), Hedang [ ( � � j � � ] a n d Dongguan Cuntou [ � � ‘ � � ” / � … 
(Chiu et al. 1999). 
2.1.4 The Late phase of the Late Neolithic (4200 BP — 3500 BP) 
The late phase of the Late Neolithic ranges between 4200 BP and 3500 BP 
(Chiu et al. 1999), where there is a further decline in painted as well as white 
chalky ware. Leaf patterns gradually fade out, replaced by geometric shapes 
such as double circular, Yuelui [�^^,!;'], nipple, double-lined grid, squared Yuelui 
' i fr l i ' l l l lR], and rhombus in double circle patterns (Chiu et al. 1999; Lu, H. L. 
2007). Lithic style followed the trend from previous stage, with ground tools 
being the most common, accompanied by some flaked tools (Fu 2006). Shell 
and bone tools such as knives are also found in Tung Wan Tsai North, and 
bone projectile points from Po Yu Wan [ � / : • 、 � ] . T y p i c a l sites also include 
Lung Ku Tan, Ha Bak Lai [卜 I'l泥]and Pa Tau Ling H/ulH嶺]，where posthole of 
possibly piled dwellings were found (Chiu et al. 1999). 
In the Middle Neolithic, the region possibly contained hunting-fishing-gathering 
society. Evidence for agriculture or, to a lesser degree, horticulture did show 
up in the late Neolithic period. Lu and her collaborators (2005) have conducted 
flotation, pollen and phytolith analysis and deduced that some form of 
agriculture did take place during the late Neolithic period, such as in Sha Ha. 
The major mode of subsistence, however, might still rely on hunting, fishing 
and gathering, as coastal sites in Hong Kong have access to the rich marine 
resources (Lu 2007). However, due to the poor survivability of ecofacts in 
— ^ 
‘icidic soil of Hong Kong, the evidences could not display the whole picturo of 
the dietary patterns of ancient humans. 
2.2 Lithic studies: Typological Analysis and Functional Analysis 
Lithic was a Greek term meaning 'stone' or 'rocks'. The term originally carries 
no anthropogenic meanings. In archaeology, however, lithic studies often 
focus on stones that have been modified and/or used by past humans. 
Moreover, the inorganic and stable nature of stone facilitates its resistance to 
most form of deformation， except perhaps from a few constant actions of 
natural weathering process. Thus, it is feasible to apply many methodologies in 
lithic analysis, including use-wear analysis. 
Early lithic studies can be traced back to the 1 9 � century when Svan Nilsson 
and John Evans looked at how ancient stone objects were worn (Kooyman 
2000:152). Termed ‘Classificatory-Descriptive' or ‘Classificatory-Historicaf 
by Willey and Sabloff (1980), the early lithic analysts spent their energy into 
“providing taxonomic systems and historical reconstructions” (Odell 1996:1) 
through detailed typological studies. 
New technological advancement since the mid-20^^ century provided new 
methods and visions to understand archaeological assemblages. 
Radiometric dating (Libby 1955), spectrographic methods, as well as the latest 
statistical operations (as in dendrochronology in the 1960s) (Renfrew and 
Bahn 2000:134-135) have enhanced the vision of archaeologists with new 
insight in their studies. In lithic studies, particularistic techniques such as 
—+ • - -——. —. 
12 
piece refitting and use-wear analysis have provided technological and 
functional information regarding specific tools (Odell 1996:1). 
However, archaeologists have become increasingly aware of 'the prehistoric 
behaviour more than the establishment of techniques for future employmenf 
(Odell 1996:2). Torrence (1989:1-2) pointed out that 
‘...[these] sophisticated methods for studying stone tools ... 
rarely contribute to our understanding of human behaviour 
because the work is not specifically guided by questions 
significant to the field as a whole. ’ 
Lithic analysts have recognised that 'general theory relevant to understanding 
human behaviour is essential for the study of stone tools' (Torrence 1989:6). 
There are two schools of scholars that have some different propositions to 
exploit lithic studies for the understanding of past human behaviours. 
2.2.1 Typologists versus Functionologists 
There are two different schools of archaeologists who look at shared attributes 
in different ways, and the debate could be traced back to the 1960s. Francois 
Bordes and his fellow Typologists examined implements 'by use and by form' 
(Bordes 1969， cited in Tringham et al. 1974:172)， and understood the 
variations in lithic assemblages via morphological (contextual) and 
proportional (frequency) changes (Renfrew 2000:122 - 123; Tringham et. al. 
1974). They looked at implements macro-morphologically, and considered 
style as ‘a set of symbols expressing social and ethnic unity ... Significant 
?3 
cultural differences are indicated by variation in the proportional occurmnco of 
different types from one assemblage to another’ (Trigham et. al. 1974:173). 
Although the typology is constructed via their (assumed) function, the choice 
of implement morphology is a matter of preference of particular communities, 
not necessarily contain functional implications. 
Sergei Semenov and other Functionologists, on the other hand, conduct 
'functional analysis of whole assemblage and of single artifact groups which 
a「e then synthesized into histories of the development of technology and 
subsistence activities' (Tringham et. al. 1974:173). They considered style in 
a different way. Semenov, the founder of modern use-wear analysis, 
suggested that 
'development of tools have been directed towards reduction 
in the resistance if the material of which objects in the 
external world are made, raising the productivity of work, and 
trying to bring within the cognizance of society all new natural 
materials.‘ 
(Semenov 1964:199) 
In other words, to functionologists, style is a 'set of choices [that] contributed 
to the overall and ultimate appearance of the stone artefacts' (Tringham et. al. 
1974). Such choices were made according to the available technology: how 
to utilise a tool manufactured from a particular raw material to perform certain 
function(s). 'Man systematically and persistently sought out more rational 
ways of working and reducing friction, even if he did it mainly by trial and error 
1 4 
the course of the work' (Semenov 1964:202). So these tools woro morins 
to efficiently adapt to the environment. However, functional analysis could 
only detect physical wears. Symbolic meanings are always not manifested in 
terms of physical wears. Among many possibility based on context of each 
artefacts and various archaeological analysis, the lack of physical wears could 
have implied a possible symbolic meanings assigned to the said tool by past 
societies.. 
The debate between Bordes (1967) and Semenov (1970) (cited in Tringham 
et. al. 1974) is still relevant in contemporary archaeology. Current typological 
analyses focus on the morphological classification in order to infer functions 
(Lu 2006:287). As to be suggested in 2.2.3 and 2.2.5 below, both typological 
and functional schools have their deficit. Leroi-Gourhan has bridged the 
typological and functionological schools via chaine operatoire. However, due 
to translation problem (his original work was in French) as well as the 
multidisciplinary approach of his idea (in an era that when quantitative 
research dominates the discipline), the idea of chaine operatoire had not been 
influential (Audouze 2002:278-279) until the 1980s. 
2.2.2 Typological Analysis 
Typology is 'the systematic organization of artefacts into types on the basis of 
shared attributes' (Renfrew 2000:573). It is one of the major methods used 
by archaeologists to look at their assemblages. Inspired by Darwinian 
evolutionary theory {'On the Origin of Species', 1859), it has been extensively 
used by archaeologists since then. 
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〇sc:ir Montelius was the first who systematically applied typological analysis 
in the early 19"、century in his work on Bronze Age Europe (Renfrew 2000). It 
yielded relative dates along a unilineal evolutionary axis based 〇n 
morphological deviations over the same type of artefacts. The basic idea was 
to organise the artefacts into a unilineal sequence based on changes in 
morphology, style, and/or quantity. The method has two dimension of analysis: 
a. vertically 
by examining the evolution of the same kind of artefacts 
chronologically 
b. horizontally 
by comparing the similarities and differences of 
archaeological assemblages among neighbouring 
archaeological cultures 
While surface decorations of pottery changed rapidly, lithics are 'often 
notoriously slow to change in form and therefore rarely make sensitive 
indicators of the passage of time' (Renfrew 2001: 122). Still, lithic analysts 
have to consider the technological and/or morphological characteristics to 
determine their typologies. It is a mechanism to arrange tools in a relative 
manner. The analysis assumed linearity of sequence, based on the change 
in complexity of technology and/or variation in morphology. 
Morphology (Appearance) and Matrix (Dimension) 
There are two layers of variables which help to determine the type of each 
implement: morphology (appearance) and matrix (dimension). The cfioicos 
of variables aim to reflect the intended manufacturing morphology, which 
would be less affected by usage. 
Perhaps morphology is one of the most obvious variables in assigning 
typologies. The most direct description of morphology is 'shape'— 
rectangular, triangular, trapezoidal, circular, and conical, etc. - all these terms 
a「e self-explanatory when describing the general morphology of an item. 
Some terms may be less apparent - barrel, bell, cross, nail, etc. - yet they still 
serve the readers well when shown with appropriate illustrations. Whenever 
descriptions need to go further microscopically, extra adjectives are added -
right-angled, parallel sides, perpendicular, round-cornered, skewed, etc. But 
there is a limit for these adjectives to describe shapes. At what scale are 
such descriptions justified that could provide meaningful description? On the 
other hand， sometimes implements could be described according to the 
texture as "felt" by the observer. A polishing stone has a concave surface 
that gives a 'feel' of finer polishing than other parts of the same implement, 
while many polished adzes 'feels' similarly fine/medium/coarse polished. 
This 'feel' is ordinal^ and subjective, which could not yield much mathematical 
information other than median. 
Matrix is a way to define artefacts through measurements. The common way 
to provide a measurement is through length-width-thickness dimensions. 
However, measurement of lithics is problematic at both physical and 
r 
‘ O r d i n a l scale is the 'relative rank of data' (Stevens 1946:679) 
— — 
technological levels. Different analysts and even the same analyst would 
obtain different physical measurements over the same tools in different 
measurement events (Andrefsky 2001:10-11). On the other hand, definitions 
of some technological characteristics on lithics are not reproducible by 
different analysts (Jochim 1989:107). I am not suggesting that 
measurements are impractical in lithic studies. Measurements provide ratio 
measurements with quantitative attributes in lithic studies that justify the 
archaeological data scientifically, but the physical and technological 
measurements have no immediate link with past human usage of particular 
tool types. 
Z 2.3 Critiques on Typological Analysis 
When archaeologists assign a specific terminology to a specific group of 
artefacts, it is based on morphologies and matrices. However, the naming 
system is not entirely based on the two variables. While terms such as 
'points' and 'geometric flakes' describe artefacts via morphology, functional 
terms such as 'adze', 'picks' and ‘spades, are seen in many literature，other 
might have use technological terms like 'pebble', 'polished' and 'flaked' tools. 
However, from a typological perspective，it seems to be impossible to know if 
the function of any particular artefact groups is their real function(s) based on 
morphologies and measurements (Odell 1981). It is also unclear, from the 
same perspective, that whether manufacturing of an implement is determined 
technologically, culturally, physically, or by matrices of factors, as typological 
analysis focuses on the morphological appearances of the archaeological 
— 
『naterials. On the other hand, considerations are given to the human 
interface behind the remains, but they are used to understand the 
morphological aspect of various artefact types. 
Functions do relate to some morphological characteristics of an implement. A 
sharp and thin working edge is required for efficient cutting; a blunt and 
flat-bottomed tool would serve better in pounding and grinding functions; a 
denticulated edge is good for sawing/grooving. Morphology of tools 
determines whether certain functions can be efficiently accomplished, but 
actual functions of different tools are not morphologically determined (Odell 
1981; Read 1974). 
Technologically, ground stone tools appeared later than flaked stone tools, but 
the underlying assumption that grounding implies a more advanced technology 
is installed (Luo 2003), which has largely disregarded the subsistence need of 
flaked tools in past human societies. 
Typological analysis only examines the 'end product alone as opposed to the 
whole process of lithic exploitation ... [which] produces a limited sample， 
(Grace 1996). In most cases, typological analysis cannot yield enough data 
for inferring the backstage manufacturing of the tools. This is especially the 
case in Neolithic Hong Kong, when polishing on stone tools were common and 
thus removed most modification marks, such as scars caused by direct 
percussion and retouch. 
— 
Typologies are constructed in terms of goals, and these goals determine the 
criteria used to decide on the adequacy of the typology' (Read and Russell 
1996:663). It is also ‘the best way to assign a relative date to an artefact is to 
match it with an artefact already recognised within a well-established 
typological system’ (Renfrew and Bahn 2000:121). Typology allows us to 
‘condense information， and 'provides a common vocabulary for 
communication' (Whittaker 1994:261). Archaeologists could understand the 
mass quantity of archaeological assemblages in a manageable, systematic, 
linear way via ‘Classificatory-Descriptive' system, which gives us a relative 
chronology of artefacts. Morphological analysis can produce a foundation fo「 
further induction of tool functions. Its sole application can only infer 
information regarding the morphology of each type of artefacts, but it provides 
a wider platform for other applications. 
2.2.4 Use Wear Analysis 
Use wear analysis (or microwear analysis) is 
'the examination of the surface and working edge of an 
artifact for signs of use, either damage or residue, often by 
means of a high-powered microscope. The technique is 
principally used in the study of stone tools, which suffer 
diagnostic damage or polishing when used to cut, saw or 
pierce other materials.‘ 
(Bahn 2001:462) 
The use wear analysis has its roots laid in the late 1830s when the 
Scandinavian archaeologist Svan Nilsson examined how tools were worn; but 
— 
It was not until in 1872 when John Evans, the Father of Microwear studios, 
firmly established this scientific methodology through his various expenments 
of tool uses (Kooyman 2000). Various developments have been made, but 
the most significant one was made by Sergei Semenov in 1934，when he 
established the scientific standards as well as application principles in looking 
at sthations and polishes using 'low power magnifications' (Semenov 1964). 
Scholars after Semenov, such as Ruth Tringham (1974)，have further explored 
microflaking through 'low power' magnification. With technological 
improvement, Lawrence Keeley (1980) was able to apply use wear analysis 
through 'high power' microscopy. Residue analysis has also been brought 
into use wear analysis, with many scholars, such as Richard Fullagar and the 
late Tom Loy, applied the work in the search of the agricultural origins 
(Kooyman 2000:152). 
Use wear in China was first taught by Lu Jun Er in the 1980s, although it has 
not become a common methodology in lithic studies (Lu 2002:97). In Hong 
Kong, a few projects have applied use wear analysis in their research projects 
(Chan 2005; Yang 2010). Chan's study on Neolithic and Bronze Age adzes 
recovered from Sha Ha suggests the multifunctional nature of this tool, while 
Yang's work on Neolithic points provides a deeper and better understanding of 
the tool. 
There are three categories of wear traces variables in use wear analysis, 
namely striation, microflaking, and micropolish (Grace 1989; Keeley 1980; 
Kooyman 2000; Semenov 1964). 
— -— 
Striation Analysis 
Striations, as Semenov described, was formed 'through the action of the tool 
on the object of work... [due to] kinematic differences between methods of 
wo�/<’ (Semenov 1964:17). Striation analysis has been incorporated into 
microflaking and micropolish analyses, but the basic principles developed by 
Semenov (1964) still have profound impacts onto this field. 
The analysis can indicate the general direction of work motion of the used 
edge. Striations parallel to the used edge may imply a sawing motion，while 
perpendicular ones may indicate a chopping motion. Different types of 
motions will be discussed in section 3.4. 
Microflaking Analysis 
Microflaking is the ‘minute edge-chipping caused by use’ (Renfrew 2001:323). 
It was brought into the field by a group at Harvard University, led by Ruth 
Tringham, (1974) who has shown that striations are not universal as described 
by Semenov (Kooyman 2000:153; Renfrew 2001:323; Tringham 1974). 
Tringham and his colleagues 'concentrated on the formation of microflaking or 
chipping of the edges as being as sensitive ...to variation in the action and 
worked material of the toof (Tringham 1974:175). Their major aim was to 
understand the worked materials processed by tools, and the differentiations 
between wear scars and spontaneous retouch. Size and distributions of 
microflaking scars have been the main element of this analysis. Distribution of 
microflake scars along the used edge could indicate the use frequency of the 
tools. Termination and size of the scars would, on the other hand, reflect on 
— 
the force exerted onto the implement (Kooyman 2000:153). 
Micropolish Analysis 
Micropolish is 'described in terms of its brightness or dullness ... and its 
roughness or smoothness, as well as the presence or absence of certain 
topographical features' (Keeley 1980:22-23 ) �and are 'produced by a 
combination of abrasion and deposition of silica' (Kooyman 2000:156). 
Micropolish analysis indicates the effect of abrasion by different worked 
materials on tools, through a 'combination of factors that include polish 
brightness, texture, contour, morphology, distribution, and features such as 
striations', and is usually observed under microscope at high magnification of 
over 100 times (Kooyman 2000:159). This study will not focus on micropolish 
analysis due to the low magnification analysis to be conducted (x40), but when 
the micropolish effect is observable under low magnification, it will be 
mentioned and analysed. 
Residue Analysis 
Residue Analysis does not deal with use wear directly. Rather, this method 
examines worked materials left on a tool that could be recovered, which allows 
the reconstruction of the past use of specific tools (Renfrew 2001:301-303; 
Kooyman 2000:161 ’176; Haslam 2006). Patricia Anderson, Richard Fullagar, 
and the late Thomas Loy (Anderson (ed.) 1999), as well as many others, have 
been using residue analysis to investigate the origin of agriculture. The most 
commonly researched materials are starch grains, plant fiber cells, phytolith, 
lipids, and blood (Odell 1996:2). However, Haslam has pointed out that 
^ ”-
、"ie field has seen little theoretical development, relying 
Uirgely on a rationale in which either individual findings are 
widely generalized or the age of the site determines the 
importance of the results' 
(Haslam 2006:402) 
This study could not perform residue analysis on the artefacts due to the 
practice of archaeology in Hong Kong, as most artefacts are thoroughly 
cleaned before storing in the Archaeological Repository, AM〇. 
There are common doubts in all the above four aspects of use wear analysis: 
What does it represent? How accurate can the striations, microflaking or 
micropolish reflect the function 〇f the tools? How bias are our data in terms of 
their function? 
2.2.5 Functions of tools: How much ？ 
Lu (2002:93-99) has provided a comprehensive view on use wear analysis as 
well as its limitation based on two key focuses: authenticity and assemblage. 
She suggests that artefacts are subjected to many possible taphonomic 
erosions, which might in turn affect the authenticity of wears as observed on 
the artefacts. On the other hand, the nature of archaeological assemblage 
does not necessarily yield a complete picture through use wear on two scales: 
on individual artefact, and the sites to be considered. 
Use wear analysis studies the wear on tools. Unless the tool was used only 
once, it is likely that the wears were governed most directly by the latest usage 
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of the tools, which often removed or covered the prior wears. Therefore, use 
wear analysis may not be able to determine the complete and dominant 
function of the tool, and often reveals the latest usage (Lu 2002:96). However, 
there is no scientific base to claim that the latest usage is the dominant 
function of the tool. On the other hand, it is not easy for use wear analysts to 
examine wear marks prior to the latest usage. 
As demonstrated by Chan's work (2005), tools could have multifunctional 
purpose. Apart from use wear, tool repair, such as retouch and polish, can also 
remove previous traces of wears. Thus, statistic data collected from use wear 
can simply represent biased information. 
2.2.6 Raw Material of Tools and Use l/l/ea� Analysis 
Lithic materials in Europe and America are mainly chalcedony flint, chert, 
quartz and obsidian, while non-litho materials also include bone, antler, and 
shell. There exist other rock types and materials that have been identified as 
tools, but many of them have not been investigated. 
Use-wear analysis is very time-consuming. Keeley has pointed out that 
‘a series of experiments designed to investigate the wear 
traces produced by all possible use of all possible types of 
stone tools made of all rock types. ..would involve the work of 
several lifetimes.‘ 
(Keeley 1980:5) 
It is due to the time-consuming nature of the methodology itself that current 
research favour research over commonly seen materials. Flint and chert 
have been analysed so frequently in the last century in Europe that there have 
been enough information to formulate general characteristics. This allows the 
creation of the computer programme used in Europe to look at use wear on 
flint and chert (Lu 2002:93-94). Some works have been conducted on quartz 
(Sussman 1988; Derndarsky 2001) and have achieved steady results. 
Tringham {et. al. 1974:179) was aware that the composition of different rocks 
would affect the formation of the three categories of wear traces. This in turn 
limits its application in other parts of the world that are geologically different, 
such as in China, where flint, chert and quartz are not widely available, and 
sandstones and granites are of common use instead (Luo 2003). More works 
on other raw materials are required. 
Based on the aforementioned discussion, it is dangerous to draw conclusive 
statements regarding the function of tools based only on use wear analysis. 
Still, use wear analysis provides a preliminary understanding on tool usages. 
When looking at results from use wear analysis, it is important to remain critical 
over results demonstrated. Moreover, use wear analysis only provides 
functional information on lithic implements. Archaeologists' perspective 
should be bigger, and chaine operatoire provides a larger platform to look at 
the humans and their cultural dynamics behind the scene. 
2.3 Chaine Operatoire and Cognitive Archaeology 
2.3.1 The Archaeology of Choices: Chame Operatoire 
Leroi-Gourhan was the first scholar formulating the idea of chame operatoire 
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(operational sequence) in the early 1950s. The term refers to ‘an analyficcil 
grid、(Audouze 2002:287), which investigates the dynamic choices made by 
past human being 'through different stages of tool production’’ which will lead 
t〇 the understanding of their respective culture (Grace 1996). 
Chaine operatoire intends to deal with the cognitive problems (Audouze 
2002:287) by inferring explanations on what and how different choices were 
made. For lithic analyses, the chaine operatoire does not just look at the 
reduction sequence of lithic manufacturing. The analytical grid gives a much 
larger perspective by considering variables in terms of environmental, 
economic, geographic, social relations etc. alongside with the different stages 
of production: raw material procurement, technology, use, and discard 
(Audouze 2002:287; Grace 1996). 
2.3.2 Critiques on Chaine Operatoire 
The concept of chaine operatoire as an analytical framework has served many 
archaeologists in their various attempts to examine prehistoric cultures. 
Though a powerful tool, one underlying assumption by many archaeologists is 
to use this method in one linked sequence of events that constitutes one 
category of operation. Example of this can be seen in many lithic refitting 
exercises, in which stone cores and flakes are refitted, and attempts are made 
to infer the past human society (Andrefsky 2001 )• Certainly, this methodology 
is good for displaying a complex array of information systematically, but the 
view provided is nowhere near holistic, as the chaine operatoire focuses on 
how past human made choices based on their certain context in their natural 
environment. The analytical framework based mainly on physical 
environment, resources and phenomena, and assuming a continuous chain of 
operation that involved a homogenous group of people, where choices within 
the group would have to follow similar cognitive map. Nonetheless, its 
application has tempted many to give a partial view from a series of tasks as 
lithic production, to experimental use and discard, and magnifies such tasks in 
the archaeological inference to investigate the past human society (see Karlin 
and Julien 1994:155; Grace 1996). 
However, it is not to say that chame operatoire is insufficient. The analytical 
framework, like typological analysis, condenses archaeological information 
into manageable parts that allows archaeological applications. Cognitive 
archaeologists used chame operatoire to display their scientific approaches, 
while others have used it to explore the agency-structure relations in the past 
(Dobres 2000; Chan 2005). Chame operatoire grasped the concept of 
human choices in a logical sequence that allows us to understand how things 
were carried out in the past. 
2.3.3 The Archaeology of Mind: Cognitive Archaeology 
Cognitive archaeology is 'the study of past ways of thought as inferred from the 
surviving material remains' (Renfrew 2007:107). Propagandized by Colin 
Renfrew, with many followers referenced his inaugural lecture in 1982 
(Renfrew 1982; see also the authors in Renfrew and Zubrow (ed.) 1994 and 
Gabora 2008), cognitive archaeology has an established place in the 
academia. This subdiscipline of archaeology rose along in the 
— 
post-processual period, and is often thought as 'closely linked to 
post-processual archaeology and at the same time equate this discipline as 
'structural archaeology' (Bahn 2001:98, 427). However, Renfrew assessed 
his own work as Towards a cognitive-processual archaeology' (1994:9) that 
attempts to objectively apply the functional-pmcessual approaches to the 
‘cognitive sphere' (Renfrew 1994:10), while at the same time rejects 'the 
intuitive recognition of binary oppositions' (Renfrew 1982:23). 
Cognitive archaeology explores the intention behind certain human 
behaviours, and their resulting material culture. Unlike the interpretative 
approach of post-processualists, cognitive archaeologists focus on the 
'specially human ability to construct and use symbols' (Renfrew 1994:5) and 
aim to generate testable hypothesis following a scientific path ( � e l l 1994; 
Segal 1994; Gabora 2008). Believing that ‘[t]here is evidence of the mind of 
man in every archaeological site, ... studying them in detail ...[could] informs 
us about what the peoples of these communities knew, thought and did，(Segal 
1994:28; emphasis added). 
2.3.4 Symbol: Design, Planning and Measurements 
Cognitive archaeology explores how symbols have been used, as '[h]uman 
culture is based upon the use of symbols, in words and in material form� 
(Renfrew 2007:108). Renfrew (2007:109) defines symbol in the formula 
'X (the symbol, or signifier) represents Y (the thing signified) in context C 
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The context C is important here as it gives rationality between the relationship 
of X and Y. 
Symbol is used by human to ‘cope with several aspects of existence' (Renfrew 
1994:6), including: 
‘ � “ / ) design, in the sense of coherently structured, purposive behaviour; 
(2) planning, involving time scheduling and sometimes the production of a schema prior 
to carrying out the planned work; 
(3) measurement, involving devices for measuring, and units of measure; 
⑷ social relations’ with the use of symbols, to structure and regulate inter-personal 
behaviour; 
(5) the supernatural, with the use of symbols to communicate with the other world，and 
to mediate between the human and the world beyond; 
(6) representation, with the production and use of depictions or other iconic 
embodiments of reality.“ 
(Renfrew 1994:6) 
The specifying nature of design, planning and measuring are perhaps the most 
substantial part in chaine operatoire of lithic manufacturing and the 
subsequent tool usage, as they allow the inference of the assemblage from a 
viewpoint that manufacturing activities is based on needs to perform some 
specific task by choosing particular ways to fulfill the requirement. These 
aspects make it possible to examine the social dynamics behind these 
choices. 
2.3.5 Mind and Cognitive Map 
The concept of mind is another important one for cognitive archaeologists. In 
" ‘ ‘ “ .-.-..-• 
his 1982 Inaugural Lecture, Renfrew defined mind as 
not simply the Innate, genetically determined ability of the 
human animal, but the formulated concepts and the shared 
ways of thought which, within any specific cultural matrix, 
are the common inheritance of all its citizens as 
participants. ’ 
(Renfrew 1982:26) 
In his recent book, however, instead of defining mind as an umbrella term 
embracing all possible concepts, Renfrew (2007:115-120) has broken down 
the concept into three specific segments: '[t]he mind as Embodied, Extended 
and Distributed'. 
> Embodied mind a perceived physical reality embraced by the mind 
that 'works through the body' (2007:119) 
> Extended mind ‘the experience of undertaking a purposive and 
intelligent action extends beyond the individual human body, and well 
beyond the individual brain' (2007:120) 
< Distributed mind '[d]ifferent people within the group make their own 
contributions, which are in some cases taken up and incorporated 
within the developing style' (2007:120). 
While embodied mind and extended mind concern individuality, distributed 
mind looks at how groups of individuals formulate a collective mind. I will relate 
it to the concept of cognitive map. 
Cognitive archaeologists develop the concept of cognitive map as an 
— - — — -
interpretative framework to understand human minds of the past (Renfreiw 
1994:10). On individual level, choices are made according to each 
individual's thought. These thoughts include the memory of one's world in the 
past (t-1) and forecast of his world in the future (t+1). Individuals within the 
same community would share some, if not all, similar views of the world. 
Such past memory and future forecast determine the cognitive map of the 
present (Renfrew and Bahn 2000:386). 
Past memory and future forecast can be understood as schema. According 
to Gell-Mann, schema is 
'the regularities of the experience . . . in highly compressed 
form ... [which] is usually approximate, sometimes wrong, but 
it may be adaptive if it can make useful predictions including 
interpolation and extrapolation and sometimes generalization 
to situations very different from those previously 
encountered.‘ 
(cited in Hommon 2005:14; emphasized by the author) 
In that sense, cognitive map is a schema generated through experience from 
the past and predictions of future events, which continuously self-organise in 
the cognizance of a person. This continuous process, when undisrupted, 
would gradually form trends of habits and becoming traditions that would 
reflect in the way people do things, and may archaeologically leave signatures 
on the material cu l t u re . . 
2.3.6 Critiques on Cognitive science 
— -— 
•Will solipsism be the scientific archaeology of the third millennium^' (Kehoe 
1995:770). There was a strong philosophical doubt raised in the book review of 
Renfrew and Zubrow (1994) by Kehoe (1995:769-770). Perhaps the 
underlying philosophic conflict worth a deep exploration, but let me constrain 
myself to a critique on its application. 
A fundamental problem of cognitive archaeology lies in the inconsistent 
methodology applied among cognitive archaeologists. Renfrew and 
Zubrow's effort to formulate the discipline of cognitive archaeology in the 
above book (1994) has gathered essays from other cognitive archaeologists. 
Bell (1994:15-21) has argued that cognitive archaeology 'ought to be done' 
(1994:20) in a scientific manner through postulating generalised, testable 
theories rather than generating interpretations. However, in the same 
volume, there are contrary applications. Mithen (1994:29-39) worded in his 
title '...a cognitive interpretation', while Scarre (1994:75-82) produced 
archaeological interpretations throughout his article. May be this is what 
confusing Kehoe and many other, as cited from Kehoe (1995) regarding Hill's 
(1994) comment, cognitive archaeology 'is not something that archaeology will 
ever be very good at, and it is most certainly not where archaeology will make 
its most significant contribution' (1994:90). 
The underlying assumption in cognitive archaeology is the universality of 
human mind. However, to what extend is human mind universal? Frake 
(1994) has attempted to 'make useful inferences about ancient mental worlds 
from the material manifestation and representations of those worlds' 
— 
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(1994:129-130) by illustrating that the 32 direction segmentation on a dial is 
embedded universally among the minds of seafarers. On the other hand, he 
also stated that the rationale and nomenclature of the 32 segmentation could 
differ in different regions of the world. He seemed to argue in the direction 
that there are universal human needs for seafarers in different parts of the 
world to use 32 segments, rather than a universal mind that makes them taking 
32 segments in each context (Frake 1994). Nevertheless, cognitive 
archaeology provides a way to understand the reasons of human behaviour, 
exhibited in artefacts - the physical manifestation of human behaviour and 
human mind (Binford 1981; Renfrew 1982). 
2.4 Research on Stone Spades 
There are probably two reasons for the lack of scientific research regarding the 
function of spade. The Chinese term spade (M) means a particular tool-type 
that is intended for digging. When archaeologically formulated, spade 
becomes a tool that deals with the modification of soil conditions. The activity 
that is rationally related to and concerned by archaeologists regarding soil 
modification of past societies is agricultural ones (Mo 2003). Therefore, the 
myth of a typologically defined spade being an agricultural tool lingered without 
being questioned. 
Archaeology in China focuses also on cross-cultural comparison. If a tool 
found in a neighbouring region is thought to have some relationship with 
certain subsistence strategies, the same type of tools from those sites in other 
areas probably contain similar meanings (RAIGP and MZ 2003:158). 
— 
However, in the recent study by Chan (2005), although there is no 
overthrowing evidence of adze being related to woodworking, it is clear that 
adze contained multi-functional meanings. That one tool having one function 
could be a myth, and such function is not necessarily universal. 
Environmental and other factors will also have to be considered. The 
function(s) of stone spades is thus an interesting topic, for it allows the 
exploration of how Neolithic population exploited the environment through 
inference of tool functions. 
Then again, there lack data regarding the prehistoric environment in Hong 
Kong. Most archaeological excavations done in the past in Hong Kong have 
not gathered data other than archaeological artefacts, features and 
(sometimes) human remains. Ecofactual information is sometimes omitted 
during archaeological fieldworks, especially in the environmental consultancies 
which are operating with commercial concerns, due mainly to the lack of 
budget to conduct scientific research, which is not imposed under the 
Guidelines of Archaeological Impact Assessment (AMO 2010a). On the other 
hand, even though some excavations attempted to gather ecofactual data，the 
environment of many archaeological sites in Hong Kong may hinder the 
collection of satisfactory samples. Private communications with field 
archaeologists have alluded to the raised beaches environment being 
unfavourable for organic and inorganic ecofacts to survive due to constant tidal 
actions and windblown factors, which have created an environment that is not 
favourable for the preservation of microscopic particles of pollen, phytoliths, as 
well as other microscale environmental remains. As most Neolithic sites in 
^ … .——-一一…-……— 
Hong Kong are located at or closely positioned on these raised beaches, it is 
not easy to collect ecofactual information without substantial efforts. No 
ecofacts have been collected at YLN. 
— 
CHAPTER 3 RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Research Questions 
In this research, I aim to look at the prehistoric cultural development and 
cognizance behind the dynamic choices made by past human 'through 
different stages of production' (Grace 1993) in the production of stone spades 
found in the Late Neolithic Yung Long assemblage, using the concepts of 
cognitive map via the analytical framework of the chaine operatoire. This 
allows me to incorporate typological analysis with various methodologies in 
order to explore prehistoric cultural dynamics that exhibited in the Late 
Neolithic Yung Long society. This is achieved through the following 
objectives: 
> To understand the technological and functional aspect of spades (Late 
Neolithic) through chaine operatoire, which will give some insight about 
the dynamic choices made by past human beings 'through different 
stage of production'. (Grace 1993); 
> To understand the cognitive aspect through the chaine operatoire that 
could shed light into the Late Neolithic mindset; and 
> To detect the cultural development (Renfrew 2000) at Yung Long, and 
therefore understand the social structures at prehistoric Yung Long, by 
integrating the result of stone spade and associated archaeological data 
found in Yung Long. 
In order to fulfil the objectives, the following questions are to be answered for 
the scope of this thesis: 
产 What are the choices selected in the design and planning of lithic 
— — 
manufacturing? 
, A r e there standardisation in manufacturing? 
、产 What is the function of stone spades and its relationship with 
agriculture? 
> Why discarding? 
> What is the Cultural Development represented in Late Neolithic Yung 
Long? 
3.2 Fieldsite specification 
Geography of Yung Long 
Yung Long is situated on the coast of northwestern New Territory in Hong 
Kong, which is also at the eastern side of the Pearl River mouth. The grid 
coordinate between 830N808E and 831N809E, with a Hong Kong geodetic 
coordinate between of N22。24，38” E113°53，59” and N22°25'10” E113°54’34，， 
(Geodetic Survey Section 2008). 
Like many Neolithic sites found in Hong Kong, Yung Long is situated on a 
now-reclaimed beach, facing approximately northwest. Engulfed by Black 
Point headlands [fti^ J/O"! I] to the west and another nameless headland to the 
northeast, it is backed by the Castle Peak [丨‘;丨[|] (maximum height +583mPD)， 
and is at close proximity to the Castle Peak Firing Range. Moving along the 
coastline to the south lies Lung Ko Tan 灘]and Lung Ku Sheung Tan [fjii 
y i 1.灘];to the northeast is Pak Nai and Lau Fau Shan [流；7:山](See also 
Figure 1 in Appendix B). 
Placft Names in Hong Kong in this study adopt the transliteration of the HKSAR government. 
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Previous Archaeological Discoveries at Yung Long 
The site was first discovered in 1974^ by members of the Hong Kong 
Archaeological Society (HKAS) during a survey (Peacock and Nixon 1988:25). 
During the archaeological survey commissioned by the Government between 
1982 and 1985, the excavator preliminary concluded that 'stone working was 
not carried out on the site', while the remains of Late Neolithic pottery kilns 
were claimed® (Meacham 1995:445; Peacock and Nixon 1988:33-36). 
Prior to the reclamation project in 1994 for the construction of the Black Point 
Power Station, the Antiquities and Monuments Office of Hong Kong Special 
Administrative Region (AMO in short) had organized and coordinated rescue 
excavation for the Yung Long archaeological site. The site was divided into 
Yung Long North (YLN in short) and Yung Long South (YLS in short). YLN 
was excavated by AMO between 1992 and 1993 in three field seasons. A 
brief site report has been published by the Antiquities and Monuments Office 
(AMO 1997) describing the Late Neolithic assemblage of YLN, which is the 
focus of this research. 
YLS was excavated by the Hong Kong Archaeology Society at the same time, 
where 420 stone implements were discovered. Meacham has published a 
paper on the archaeological assemblage (1995:445-466), and concluded that 
the archaeological information from YLS 'strongly suggest that there was a 
general population stability in the area from the time it was first inhabited by 
Neolithic people' (Meacham 1995:450). He did not, however, have 
1 The site visit in 1974 was recorded in 1976 by the HKAS. 
‘ T w o trenches, measuring 1m x 2m and 1m x 1.5m, were excavated in the 1988 survey at Yung Long. 
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information regarding subsistence, except the finds of 'two carbonized seeds 
of Choerospondias axillaries, the Hog Plum' (Meacham 1995:450), which 
provide no conclusive evidence for subsistence. 
Approximately 20 burials have also been recovered at YLS, dated to the 
Earlier Late Neolithic Period^, with burial goods including pottery, stone rings 
and other lithic implements (Yi 2004:126). Details of the burials have yet to 
be published, so it is not feasible to discuss in this thesis. Pottery was mainly 
sand gritted with cord marks and geometric decorations. About 30 spindle 
whorls and bone needles have also been recoveredi° (Meacham 1995:450). 
Due to time strain, my study focuses on the lithic assemblage from 丫LN，where 
stone spades have been recovered. The YLN archaeological assemblage has 
been dated to the Late Neolithic period (AM01997). The whole assemblage 
consists of over 400 stone implements and uncounted number of pottery 
shreds. In general, the Late Neolithic lithics of YLN include ground, flaked 
and pebble implements, which are commonly found in the Neolithic 
assemblage in Hong Kong (Luo 2003). It is also a site where most identified 
stone spades are found (14 in total), which helps to give a broader ground to 
understand this tool type in the context of Hong Kong. 
All information and artefacts recovered from YLN and YLS are under the 
custody of Archaeological Repository, AM〇. Since there is a lack of standard 
terminologies in Southern China archaeology on lithic typologies, the 
Earlier Late Neolithic Period: 4900BP - 4200BP. 
From the raw data, the existence of such is uncertain. 
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definitions of stone implements are stated in section 3.3 for easy discussion in 
this thesis. 
3.3 Research methods 
In order to achieve the above objectives, the following research methods have 
been used. 
3.3.1 Desktop Research 
A desktop study has been undertaken to collect available relevant information 
of previous archaeological studies around Yung Long. Geological and 
historical data have also been obtained for background information of the YLN 
archaeological assemblage. 
3.3.2 Typological Analysis 
As mentioned above, a total of 420 stone implements has been found in YLN. 
In order to organize and classify these archaeological data, typological 
analysis has been conducted. Stone artefacts have been defined and 
classified. The definition of artefacts is based on the common types found in 
Hong Kong. Details of the classification are illustrated in chapter 4. 
3.3.3 Morphological and Statistical Analysis 
Both research methods are commonly used in archaeological study to obtain 
in-depth and detailed information for us to understand the material cultures of 
the past. Standardisation of artefacts can provide information on labour 
division, social organization and complexity of past societies (Renfrew and 
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Bahn 2008). In order to extract quantitative information regarding the mindset 
on manufacturing stone tools and the possibility of standardisation at YLN, 
correlation tests have been applied to selected artefacts, and radar diagrams 
have been used to visually display the magnitude (scale) of each group of 
artefacts. 
Correlation tests are used in order to find out how two variables are closely 
related. A high correlation (0.5 〜1) implies the value of the two variables are 
closely related, while a low correlation (0 〜0.49) implies an insignificant 
relationship between them (Kokoska 2011). On the other hand, radar 
diagrams are used to display the variation of size and magnitude of the 
selected implements. Even though different tools of the same type could vary 
greatly in size, the magnitude would remain similar. Approximately parallel 
lines in the radar diagram indicate that the two joining variables have generally 
fixed proportion display in the dimension in each type of tools, while crossing 
lines between two variables suggested the contrary. 
The main purposes of the correlation test is to examine whether 
standardization of tool production existing in YLN. Standardization is a very 
important indicator of social organization and complexity (Renfrew and Bahn 
2008). Lu (2011) has defined the standardization of tools and pottery 
manufacture in China's context based on several criteria: a) patterns of raw 
materials used, b) whether there were fixed steps of production and 
techniques for each products, c) whether the morphological measurement of 
each type of stone implements or pottery vessels and decoration motifs show 
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a 丨ligh correlation between 0.7-1, and d) whether flawed products being 
discarded, which indicates the existence of quality control. 
In order to select samples for statistical analysis, as well as for use-wear 
analysis, the morphology of 420 pieces of lithic implements collected from YLN 
has been examined, measured and recorded at the Archaeological Repository, 
the Antiquities and Monuments Office. The axial dimensions (length, width, 
and thickness) and weight of each piece have been recorded whenever 
possible. The identification of the raw material of each stone artefact has also 
been attempted. A total of 14 stone spades have been identified in the YLN 
assemblage and is the largest assemblage of stone spades identified in the 
Hong Kong region at Late Neolithic period, which are the focus of this study. 
Further examination of the 14 spades at the Archaeological Repository was 
carried out (in Summer 2008) in order to assess the feasibility of applying use 
wear analysis, which is another research method of this study. 
3.4 Use Wear Analysis 
There is time constrain to study the vast amount of artefacts from YLN, where 
over 1600 significant finds and huge quantities of bulk finds have been 
discovered. Thus, the examination of the whole assemblage may require 
several years, with various efforts from not only lithic analysts, but also 
ceramic specialists, environmentalist and expertise from other related 
disciplines. Therefore, this study focuses on the 14 stone spades found in 
YLN, and integrates related archaeological data found in Yung Lung and other 
contemporaneous sites in Hong Kong. 
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Use wear analysis has been applied to examine the possible function(s) of the 
stone spades from YLN. In order to carry out use-wear analysis, suitable 
samples must be selected from the archaeological assemblage, replicas 
morphologically similar to the samples must be produced and used in 
experiments, and the use-wear of the replicas be microscopically observed 
and compared with traces found on the selected archaeological samples in 
order to infer the functions of the latter. In order to test the ability of accurately 
identifying different types of use-wear, a blind testing, which means to identify 
traces of unknown usage performed by another person, is also necessary 
(Semenov 1964). Thus the following steps have been taken in chronological 
order in this study: 
(1) Sample selection 
All 14 stone spades identified in the step of typological analysis have been 
further examined to see whether they can be samples for use-wear analysis. 
The selection is based on the following two criteria: 
(1)a Completeness of the spade, particularly its working edge 
However, within these 14 spades, only one spade is complete, 
which is No. 0505.92.SF1234; thus it becomes the only suitable 
sample for replica production, and is used for my replica 
manufacturing. 
(1)b Existence of traces of use-wear on working edge 
Only four spades have satisfied criterion (b). Their numbers are 
0505.92.SF985， 0505.92.SF1234， 0505.93.SF308 and 
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0505.93.SF323, and they have been observed under 
microscope. 
(2) Raw material collection 
For the purpose of use wear analysis, similar raw material is required to 
reproduce replicas. Based on a geological analysis by Wei (Anthropology 
Department, CUHK unpublished data), some of the spades found in Yung 
Lung are made of siltstone, which is a sedimentary rock type. As a result, 
siltstone is sought for this use wear analysis. 
(3) Replication 
Replicas of the stone spades were produced according to typological and 
morphological examination of the spades, and related information provided by 
other scholars conducting similar replica production (i.e. Chan 2005; Yang 
2010). Based on classical literature on stone spades and ethnographic 
information detailed in the following section (4)，six tasks have been designed. 
Therefore, 12 replicas made of siltstone are needed for functional experiments 
and blind testing detailed in the following section (5). 
As each human individual differs from the others, and the mindset, skills and 
experience of modern human beings differ from that of prehistoric humans (Lu 
2002), it would be impossible to manufacture replicas with exact morphology 
and dimensions to the stone spades found in YLN. Nonetheless, I have 
attempted to follow the general morphology of the observed stone spades 
when producing replicas, particularly the morphology of the working edge of 
the spades, which are subjected to use wear analysis. Granite pebble as 
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hammerstones for flaking, and leather, granite and siltstone as polishing 
materials were used during the replication. 
(4) Functional experiments 
As mentioned in chapter 1.2’ spade has been assigned as a tool primarily for 
soil digging. However, there could be other functions based on works done by 
other scholars and ethnographic data. Thus the following tasks have been 
proposed and carried out using replicas produced by myself. 
(4a) Soil digging 
The purpose of carrying out soil digging is to produce use-wear on replicas and 
compare the use-wear against the stone spade found in YLN. Three soil 
digging trials on three different type of soil were carried out by myself using 
three stone spade replicas respectively, in order to provide wider bases for 
understanding the nature of the use wear observed on the artefact. The three 
soils were agricultural soil, natural (non-agricultural) soil, and sand. Motions 
involved are described in the following paragraphs. 
(4a1) Agricultural soil 
The agricultural field is located in Sai Kung, about 3km north of the town 
centre. The field site was covered with grass and scattered trees. The 
current usage of the land was for pasture (for cattle); however, according to 
information provided by local villagers, it was an agricultural land up to the 
1990s. 
A square grid of 100cm x 100cm was dug in 120 minutes, reaching a depth of 
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10cm from ground. Motions involved digging (to dig into the soil) and 
scraping (to scrape soil towards myself), which modified the soil from a rather 
compact to a loose state. Frequency of the motion is approximately 100 
strikes ” per minute, and approximately 12000 strikes were reached 
throughout this experiment. Most strikes were performed with the working 
edge digging perpendicularly into the soil, but some strikes were performed at 
a tilted angle of 45° using the corner of the working edge. The purpose of these 
different motions was to produce different kinds of use-wear for comparative 
study in the late stage. 
(4a2) Natural soil 
Natural soil is defined as soil that has not gone through any agricultural 
modification. Thus I selected a field located at a hilltop on Lamma Island, 
Hong Kong SAR. The bedrock of the field site is mainly granite. A square 
grid of 50cm x 50cm was dug up in 30 minutes, reaching a depth of 10cm from 
ground. Motions involved digging and scraping. Frequency of the motion 
was approximately 100 strikes per minute, and approximately 3000 strikes 
were taken in this experiment. Most strikes were performed with the working 
edge chopping perpendicularly into the soil, but some strikes were performed 
at a tilted angle of 45° using the corner of the working edge, again for the 
purpose of producing different types of use-wear. 
(4a3) Sand 
As many archaeological sites in Hong Kong are located on sand bars, I 
11 One strike is counted as the uninterrupted set of all motions mentioned in each task. 
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selected a field located at the beach of Tai Wan ( AjH). A square grid of 
100cm X 100cm was dug up in 30 minutes, reaching a depth of 30cm from the 
ground. Motions involved digging and scraping. Frequency of the motion 
was approximately 120 strikes per minute, and approximately 3600 strikes 
were conducted in this experiment. All strikes were performed 
perpendicularly. 
(4b) Woodworking 
As Chan (2005) has demonstrated that stone adze in Late Neolithic Hong 
Kong could be a tool of multiple functions, I also like to explore the potential 
functions of stone spades from YLN. Thus I carried out two trials to use my 
stone spade replicas on woodworking. Wood from Acacia confuse [台灣相思： 
was used in my experiment. The plant is a native evergreen perennial tree in 
Southern China. 
(4b1) Chopping wood 
A branch with a diameter about 8cm was used in this experiment. The aim of 
the task was to cleave a small rod off the branch. The experiment was 
carried out for 120 minutes. Motion involved was chopping. Frequency of 
the motion was approximately 140 strikes per minute, and approximately 
16800 strikes were conducted in this experiment. All strikes were performed 
perpendicularly. 
(4b2) Sawing wood 
A branch of the same species of wood with a diameter about 7cm was used in 
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this experiment. The aim of the task was to saw a small rod off the branch. 
The experiment was carried out for 90 minutes. Motion involved was sawing 
in a bi-directional manner. Frequency of motion was about 160 strikes per 
minute，and approximately 14400 strikes were carried out in this experiment. 
All strikes were parallelly performed. 
(4c) Butchering 
Chan (2005) also demonstrated that stone adze could be used for butchering, 
which has also led me to explore such possibility on stone spade. A whole 
front leg from pig (Sus domestica) was used in this experiment. The task was 
subdivided into three sub-tasks: (4c1) peeling off the skin by scraping 
(uni-directional motion to separate the skin and the meat), (4c2) detaching the 
meat from the bone by cutting, and (4c3) breaking the bone to extract the 
marrow by chopping. Sub task (4c1) took approximately 25 minutes, with 
frequency of motion approximately 80 strikes per minute, and a total of 
approximately 2000 strikes was carried out. Sub task (4c2) took 
approximately 40 minutes, with frequency of motion approximately 70 strikes 
per minute, and a total of approximately 2800 strikes conducted. Sub task 
(4c3) took approximately 15 minutes, with frequency of motion approximately 
100 strikes per minute, and a total of approximately 1500 strikes conducted. 
The total experiment time of butchering was approximately 80 minutes. 
The replicas have been labelled with the symbol ‘#’，followed by a number 
which identified the replica according to the experiment number in 
chronological order. ‘A’ or 'B' that might have followed the number indicated 
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th:]t they were two pieces resulted from the same experiment, which are both 
then worked into a spade replica respectively. 
(5) Blind testing 
According to Chan (2005:35), 'replication, functional experiments and 
microscopic observation are the most important steps in use wear analysis 
because they help the researcher to identified different types of wear with 
specific activities'. In order to test my ability to identify different types of use 
wears, I have my replicas used by a third party on my required tasks. 
An undergraduate male of 22 years old, weighted 53 kg and 168 cm tall was 
employed as tester for blind test. Six replicas out of 12 were chosen by the 
tester. The tester was told to perform the six tasks aforementioned using the 
replica. He was required to record the time used, motion used, and each task 
performed. The used replicas were then handed back to me for use wear 
observation and identification under microscope. His record was not 
revealed until all six replicas were observed and the use-wear identified by 
myself. The result of my identification and his record on tasks were then 
compared to see whether I could correctly identify different types of use-wear. 
(6) Use wear analysis on artefacts- comparative studies between replicas and 
artefacts concerned 
The replicas used by myself and the tester were compared first in order to 
summarise some use wear features according to different tasks. These 
information were then compared with the actual artefacts for analysis in order 
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to infer its function. 
The above research approaches and procedures have been designed based 
on the concept of chaine operatoire, my research questions, as well as 
relevant information from previous works. Results of the above approaches will 
be discussed in the following chapters. 
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CHAPTER 4 THE YUNG LONG NORTH ARCHAEOLOGICAL 
ASSEMBLAGE 
This chapter summarises all data collected, whether primary or secondary, for 
this research, and also presents the result of primary analytical works, 
including the background information on the geology, history and archaeology 
of the surrounding areas, counts and statistics on artefacts from YLN, as well 
as the results and observation made during the use-wear experiments and 
analysis. 
4.1 Yung Long and the surrounding area 
4.1.1 Geological background 
According to a geological survey, the superficial sediments of Yung Long are 
alluvial deposits comprising silt, sand and gravel, and are termed as "Fanling 
Formation of Holocene" (Fyfe et al. 2000). Mesozoic medium-grained granite 
forms the major bed rock of the area in western New Territories, and is named 
"Cheung Chau Formation". There are few patches of apatite veins scattered 
near the eastern headlands of Yung Long (Fyfe et al. 2000). 
The bay of Yung Long was reclaimed in 1993 for the construction of the Black 
Point Power Station，which occupies this area now. An older map drawn in 
1968 reveals that the land just behind the beach of Yung Long was 
agriculturally utilised, as well as other nearby bays in the area, such as Lung 
Kwu Tan, Lung Kwu Sheung Tan, Tsang Tsui, and Nim Wan (Directorate of 
Overseas Surveys 1968). 
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4.1.2 Historical background 
A 1968 topographic map shows that there had been agricultural settlements 
prior to the development of the lagoon and the power station in 1993’ just 
behind the original beach area of the bays of Nim Wan, Tsang Kok and Yung 
Long, Lung Kwu Sheung Tan and Lung Kwu Tan (Directorate of Overseas 
Surveys 1968). According to historic documents, this area has become more 
important due to its strategic naval position since the Tang dynasty (AD 618 -
907), and � ava l outpost has been set up to protect the coast of Guangdong 
(Lau 2003). According to Siu (1985), Jorge Alvares and his Portuguese ships 
arrived at, and occupied Tamao Island in 1516. Tension grew between the 
Portuguese and the Chinese, and in 1521 a conflict happened in the water 
between Lantau Island and Tuen Mun, which forced the Portuguese to 
abandon the Tamao base. It was believed that Tamao Island was Nei Ling 
Ding Island [内伶仃‘ft]，St. John Island [ 1:川,!;,')]’ or Tuen Mun (Siu 1986). 
According to historic documents, migration to this area has been frequent 
since the late Yuan period (AD 1271 - 1368). In the record of Xinan County 
Gazetteer [新安縣志](1819 version), Tuen Mun, So Kwun Wat, Lam Chung, 
Kwan Ying, and Lung Ku Chuen were named villages in this region. According 
to Peacock and Nixon (1986), the To [陶]Family migrated from Jiangxi 
Province and set up the Tuen Mun village during the later Yuan Dynasty; the 
Qing (AD 1664-1911) Imperial court also encouraged the Hakka people to 
migrate into Tuen Mun from Eastern Guangdong (Peacock and Nixon 1986). 
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4.1.3 Archaeological background 
Peacock and Nixon (1986) reported in their unpublished report that some 
archaeological sites have been found in Tuen Men district, including Lung Kwu 
Tan [船鼓灘]，Lung Kwu Sheung Tan [ im^ h灘]，Lung Kwu Chau [iliii洲]， 
Yung Long, Deep Bay 1 - 3 海？�] and Ngau Horn Shek [mfiJU i l Later 
archaeological rescues also identified Ha Pak Nai [ 卜 � 1 泥]and Sheung Pak 
Nai [ U‘' l泥](AMO 2010b). 
In 1992 and 1993，the bay of Black Point (also known as Yung Long [湧浪]) 
was excavated by the Antiquities and Monuments Office prior to the Black 
Point Power station reclamation. Abundant amount of Neolithic materials as 
well as posthole structures dated to the Late Neolithic period have been 
discovered (AMO 1997). In 1997, the Hong Kong Archaeological Society 
(HKAS) excavated Ng Ka Yuen [吳家園]at Ha Pak Nai [下白1 泥]near the Deep 
Bay. Rows of pestholes, burnt clays, stoves and ashes in the Late Neolithic 
strata hinted a possibility of human sedentary settlement (Au 2004). In 1999, 
HKAS excavated Chan Ka Yuen [陳家園]at Sheung Pak Nai [上白泥]，also 
near the Deep Bay. Late Neolithic fired structures were discovered, which 
were thought to be pottery kilns. Evidence of lithic manufacturing also existed 
in this site (Au 2004). 
Several archaeological survey projects were taken place at Ngau Horn Shek in 
1994，1997，1999 and 2000，revealing Neolithic and Bronze Age materials 
(AMO website accessed in 2011). In 2001, the Hong Kong Institute of 
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Archaeology (HKIA) conducted an archaeological survey prior to the 
Shenzhen Western Corridor project. Bronze Age (3500 and 1700BP) and 
Song dynasty (AD960 — 1279) materials were unearthed (Environmental 
Protection Department website accessed 2009). In 2000, the Tsang Tsui 
archaeological site was identified by the Antiquities and Monuments Office, 
and late Neolithic materials were discovered (AMO website 2011). 
To summarize, from 1992 to 2000, archaeological finds have been discovered 
at the beach and hill foot along the western coast of the New Territories. Given 
the abundant archaeological discoveries of the area focusing on the rich Late 
Neolithic findings, it has been argued that the coastal area along the Deep Bay 
sand dune sites was densely populated during the Neolithic time (Au 2004). 
However, detailed studies on the subsistence strategies of these Neolithic 
people are lacking. 
4.2 Lithic assemblage of Yung Long North (YLN) 
Due to the lack of testable materials, dating of the YLN assemblage was based 
on stratigraphy and typology of artifacts, and has been dated to the Late 
Neolithic (AMO 1997). Based on information provided by AMO (1997), as 
well as my typological study, the majority of artefacts found in YLN can be 
classified into three categories: flaked Implements, ground implements, and 
modified implements. However, some of the implements cannot be identified. 
The quantity of the Late Neolithic assemblage of YLN according to their 
category and typology can be illustrated at table 4.1. 
Table 4.1 The Late Neolithic lithic assemblage from YLN 
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\ Category T y p o l ^ y Count 
Pick — — 16 
Choppers and 29 
chopping tool 
Flaked Implements Scraper 4 
Netsi � ker 12 
Ball —— 1 —— — 
Subtotal — 62 
~ Adze 71 
Axe 1 
Chisel 2 
Chopping board 10 
Ground Implements - ： 
Projectile Point 35 
Ring/slotted ring 4 
Spade — 14 
‘Yue 11 
Subtotal “ 146 
Adze Roughout 10 
Ring Core 7 
Modified Implements Core 1 
Grinding Stone 
Subtotal 90 
Unidentifiable | 122 
implements Subtotal 122 
Total I 425" 
Flaked implements are defined as implements produced by direct percussion 
and without grinding. Ground implements are defined as implements having 
part of, or the whole surface ground and polished to give a regular morphology 
and a smooth texture. Modified implements have modification marks (such as 
percussion scars, or rope marks) that give a regular morphology to the 
implements. The surface may have a smooth texture (such as polishing stone), 
but there is no comparable regularity among the same typology as to suggest 
a regular morphology being produced by the smoothened surface. 
4.2.1 Flaked stone implements 
A total of 62 flaked stone implements have been found in YLN (Table 4.1) 
(AM〇 1997), consisting of picks, choppers and chopping tools, scrapers, a 
stone ball, and net-sinkers, as follows. 
Pick 
Known also as whetstone, a pick usually has a sharp point as its functioning 
point; but according to Yang (2010), some Neolithic picks found in Hong Kong 
have two to three points, which may or may not bear use wears. He defined a 
pick with a roughly triangular shape with one particularly sharp point. 
There are 16 picks in the YLN assemblage (AM〇 1997). According to my 
observation, all of them were modified from pebbles and have one point. The 
average dimension of these picks is about 110 x 66 x 33 mm. 
Choppers and chopping tools 
A total of 29 choppers and chopping tools have been identified within the YLN 
assemblage (AM〇 1997). According to my observation, 27 pieces of these 
implements were produced using coarse-grained pebbles, and two were made 
by fine-grained pebbles. They were identified based on percussion scars 
concentrated on a particular part of the implements. 
Scraper 
A scraper is defined as a flaked tool with one or more thin edge(s) for scraping. 
Four pieces of scrapers have been identified in YLN primarily based on the 
morphological features (Table 4.1) (AMO 1997?). 
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Netsinker 
12 netsinkers have been identified (AMO 1997). After my observation, 11 
netsinkerswere made of volcanic pebbles, and one was made of siltstone 
pebble. They were identified by the channels running along the axial with 
horizon on the middle of the implements. Sometimes a channel is not 
observed, and only two notches are seen on the opposite sides. These 
pebble tools were thought to be net sinkers (AMO 1997)，with ropes tied 
around the pebble and created the aforementioned channels. 
Stone Bail 
A stone ball is an approximately spherical implement. The one found at YLN 
was made up of sandstone according to my observation. Information 
regarding its function is not comprehensible at the moment. 
4.2.2 Ground Implements 
A total of 146 pieces of ground implements have been found in YLN (AMO 
1997)，consisting the following items. 
Adze 
Generally speaking, a stone adze is a ground lithic implement with an 
asymmetric working edge (Fu 2006). Fu (2006) has distinguished different 
types of Neolithic adzes found in Hong Kong, namely regular adzes, which are 
without shoulders and/or steps; single-shouldered adzes, double-shouldered 
adzes, and shouldered/stepped adzes. Following his definitions and data 
provided by AMO (1997) (Table 4.1)，there are three types of adze in the YLN 
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assemblage, including 41 regular adzes, 3 single-shouldered adzes and 27 
double-shouldered adzes (Table 4.2)，made of fine grained materials. Stepped 
or stepped/double-shouldered adze has not been found in YLN. 
Axe 
One axe has been found in YLN, which has a convex body in the profile and a 
bifacial working edge. 
Chisel 
A chisel has an elongated profile, and is narrow on its sectional view. The 
bladed edge of a chisel is symmetrically placed from both prolific and sectional 
views. Two chisels have been found in YLN (Table 4.1), made of fine grained 
materials. 
Chopping board 
Chopping boards of the YLN are flat and their thickness range from 24 mm to 
75 mm. According to my observation, there is at least one spot on each 
chopping board with cluster of shallow hollows of no greater than 2mm in 
diameter and 1mm in depth. The cluster of shallow hollows is distributed in a 
roughly circular pattern on one side that can be laid flat. These shallow 
hollows might have formed by repeated percussion forces at the similar 
location on each chopping board, with one shallow hollow representing one 
percussion event. Chopping boards have been found, and they have been 
polished, some of which being finely polished. The distribution of the 
percussion marks on a circular cluster seems to hint a controlled act of 
— 
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percussion with clear aims at the surface of the implement. It is therefore 
assumed that they served as a chopping board. 
Drill 
Two drills made from granite have been found in YLN. Termed 'core borer' 
by the excavation team (AMO 1997), the name has explicitly stated its 
assumed worked material (core). Both drills are circular in their profile views, 
and thoroughly polished. Finely polished rounded tips of diameters at 12mm 
and 20.3 mm have been observed. The fine polish on just the tips could be 
traces of use wear causing by boring or drilling motions, but further study is 
required to test this hypothesis. It is not possible to tell if the two drills were 
hand held (boring) or hafted into some mechanical devices (drilling) as no 
traces or residues can be observed, but their distinctly different morphology 
may provide some hints. One of the drills No. 0505.92.SF995 was shaped 
with a wheel feature halfway of the axial length. Such design could be 
efficient for hafting. 
Projectile points 
There are 35 projectile points found in YLN (Table 4.1) (AMO 1997)，shaped in 
isosceles triangles. No direct evidence of hafting and related elements has 
been found, but it is possible that they were hafted in the manner as arrows, 
mainly due to their light weight and relatively small size, as well as the 
streamline morphology created by deliberate polishing. 
Ring I Slotted Ring 
— 
Rings, slotted or not. have a similar circular shape. It would be difficult to 
identify non-slotted ring from slotted ones should they be recovered in broken 
forms. Most of the four rings from YLN were broken, with only one slotted 
ring identified by the slotting feature (AMO 1997). These rings were shaped 
similar to a circular bracelet, and were thoroughly polished. 
Spade 
According to Mo (2003:150), a spade is a flat implement with one slightly 
curved or straight edge, and,a dimension of about 96 x 76 x 16 mm. The 
spades found in YLN roughly follow this definition, with an average dimension 
of 105 X 83 X 19 mm. The 14 spades found in YLN were thoroughly and 
finely polished, each with a continuous and blunted working edge. 
Yue (Halberd) 
Yue is a flat implement thoroughly polished with a 'working' edge. However, 
the lack of any visible use wear on many of these 'working' edges might 
indicate that they have other meanings, perhaps symbolically. With or 
without one bored hole along the axial length and near the butt on the 
implement, a halberd is shaped similarly as a spade, but with much reduced 
thickness. Eleven pieces of Yue have been found in YLN (Table 4.1) (AMO 
1997). The mean thickness of Yue from YLN is 7.3 ±1.9 mm. 
4.2.3 Modified Implements 
A total of 90 pieces of modified stone implements has been discovered at YLN, 
and can be classified as follows. 
— — — — -
Adze roughout 
This particular type is distinct with its unpolished surface, with bifacial 
percussion and flaked scars over the entirety of the implements. It roughly 
resembles the shape and dimension of an adze, and therefore defined as adze 
roughout (Chan 2005). The average dimensions of adzes and adze 
roughouts from YLN are listed in the following Table 4.2. Apparently the 
average dimensions of roughtouts are larger than that of the adzes found in 
YLN. 
Table 4.2 Average dimension of adzes and roughouts from YLN 
Average Average Average 
Length Width Thickness Quantities 
(mm) (mm) (mm) 
Adze roughouts 92 50 24 10 
All adzes 60 39 16 71 
Regular adzes 61 39 15 41 
Single-shouldered ^^ ^^ ^^ ^ 
adzes 
Double-shouldered ^o o � 
adzes ^ ^ 27 
Core 
One stone core of fine-grained rock (No. 0505.96.SF1539) is identified. The 
core has a flat and un-ridged surface covered by a few flaked scars, which 
could be the striking platform. There are several concaved sides beneath the 
flat surface. The raw material of this core is similar to some of the identified 
tools from Yung Long. However, it is not possible to further infer the type of 
tools made from this core. Its dimensions of 59.6 x 51.2 x 36.1 mm may 
resemble those of an adze, but without any features like an adze roughout. No 
— 
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use-wear is observed on edges of the core. 
Ring Core 
Cylindrical in shape, the 7 ring cores (Table 4.1) are finely polished on all 
sides. If they were the cores of rings, it could at least show that rings might 
have been manufactured locally. However, the exact context of these ring 
cores has not been reported in any published reports, and could not be 
recovered from the primary data available. Therefore, further discussion on 
this issue is not possible in YLN's context. 
Grinding Stone 
Grinding stone is not identified by its size, but by its material and morphology. 
Made of coarse-grained rocks (i.e. sandstone), the 72 grinding stones found in 
YLN bear continuous, shallow and concave trenches. According to my 
observation, only the concave surface has been finely polished, and the other 
parts of the implement remain unpolished, mostly without modification. One 
particular feature of these grinding stone is that there is always an opposite 
side to the concave surface, which might have allowed the implement to 
steadily sit on some flat surface. 
4.2.4 Unidentifiable Implements 
This group of artefacts cannot be identified with all the above categories (Table 
4.1). They could have been fragmented parts of certain implements, for 
examie, an adze. However, due to their incomplete''^ nature with obvious 
Incomplete means that it is not possible to approximate the complete profile image of that 
^ 一 . — — 
modifications by human beings, such as polishing, or continuously regular 
flaking, they certainly were once stone implements. 
Statistically, 14.76% of the YLN lithic assemblage are flaked implements, 
34.76% are ground implements, and 21.43% are modified implements, many 
of which are tools for manufacturing stone tools, indicating that stone 
implements were probably produced at YLN in situ, particularly adzes, as large 
amount of adzes and 10 adze roughouts have been found here. It should be 
noticed that the unidentifiable stone fragments account for 29.05% of the total 
lithic assemblage. Whether these are debitage or broken implements, 
however, cannot be discussed due to the lack of archaeological data. 
I have attempted to identify the raw materials used to produce the stone 
implements of YLN, but due to my limited geological knowledge, I can only 
identify some of the rocks as crystal/quartz, fine-graded, and coarse-grained. 
The rest of the rocks are not identifiable to me. Raw materials of the YLN "thic 
assemblage according to my observation, as well as the percentage of each 
raw material, are listed in Figures 4.1 to 4.3. 
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Figure 4.2 Pie Chart showing the Percentage of Implements 
Materials from YLN 
Pie Chart showing the Percentage of 
Implements Materials 
from Yung Long (North) 
Crystcillinc? 
Unident i f ied 
B H M I 
Figure 4.3 Pie Chart showing the Percentage of Implements 
Types from YLN 
Pie Chart showing the Percentage of 
Implement Types 
from Yung Long (North) 
Flake Implements 
4.3 Correlation Tests on Selected Artefacts 
Tool types with 11 pieces or more of the YLN assemblage are statistically 
analysed in this thesis. By focusing on several artefact types from the 
assemblage, the tests form a basis to discuss the standardisation of implement 
morphology, which give hints to understand the social organisation 
represented by the assemblage, as well as whether standardization of tool 
production existed (Renfrew and Bahn 2008). 
4.3.1 Ground Implement: Spades 
Among the 14 spades identified, only one piece, No. 0505.92.SF1234, shows 
a complete profile; others are broken or incompleted pieces. Hence the 
coirelatio� test on the length and width of the spades cannot reflect the actual 
phenomenon (Table 4.3). Thickness of spades, however, did not display 
significant correlations with length and width (Table 4.3). The dimensional 
relationship may be more visual from the radar diagram that they follow some 
proportional scales between length and width, while it is difficult to see with 
thickness (Figure 4.4). 
Table 4.3 Correlations of 14 Spades from Late Neolithic YLN 
Length Thickness 
Length 1 0 . 6 ^ 0.299 
Width — 1 0.219 
Thickness f~ 
Figure 4.4 Radar Diagram of Spade Measurements from YLN 
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The length and width of stone spades show a strong correlation, which 
suggests that there is a conscious mindset to manufacture these spades 
according to particular dimensions. The radar diagram also shows a general 
pattern of parallel lines between the length and width variables, which 
suggested that the two variables has a proportion known to the knapper(s). 
These suggest that stone spades of YLN have standardised length-width 
proportion. It is not to say that thickness is not considered in the prehistoric 
scheme of spade manufacturing，but perhaps thickness of a spade is bounded 
by other pre-knapping conditions. One possibility is that raw material was 
collected with a certain thickness which did not require/allow further reduction. 
4.3.2 Ground Implement: Adzes 
Chan (2005) has focused her research on adze from SKSH. Defining adzes 
into regular (no shoulder), single-shouldered, and double-shouldered, her 
result has suggested that 'edge angle, working edge width, thickness, weight. 
6 8 ~ 一 
and length of the adze all increase proportionally with each other (2005:129; 
emphasis added)' among the Late Neolithic adzes. Statistically meaningful, 
she has further argued that these five variables are indicators of the overall 
size of a regular adze, while profile angle is not. In order to make a 
comparative study, the correlation tests of all 41 Late Neolithic regular adzes 
from YLN and 84 regular adzes from SKSH (after Chan 2005) are compared 
(Tables 4.4，4.6). Single-shouldered adzes from YLN are not compared due 
to its small population (quantity of 3)，while 20 out of 27 double-shouldered 
adzes from YLN do not contain information on all variables due to their broken 
nature. 
Table 4.4 Correlations of 41 regular adzes from Late Neolithic 
YLN 
二？二 Length Width Thickness 
Edqe 
Angle 1 0.136 0.208 0.297 
Length / 1 0.868 
Width / T 1 0.869" 
Thickness / / / 
Table 4.5 Correlations of 84 regular adzes from Late Neolithic 
SKSH (after Chan 2005) 
f二二 Length Width Thickness 
Edge ^ 
Angle 1 0.364 0.629 0.660 
Length / 1 0.584 0.707 
Width / 1 0 . 8 ^ 
Thickness / !_ / f 
Table 4.6 Adze measurements from YLN and SKSH 
Average 
Adze 冗二 Length Width^^ Thickness Weight 
Count (o^  (mm) (mm) (mm) (g) 
Yung Long North (YLN) 
Regular ^ 53.53 61.3 38.87 14.78 85.78 
Single-Shouldered ^ ^ 6 0 . 8 3 1 6 ^ W 
Double-Shouldered 27 57.52 58.24 38.02 16.72 6 5 . ^ 
Overall “ 7 1 ~ 6 0 . 1 2 3 8 . 7 5 i T s S T s T T 
Sai Kunq, Sha Ha (SKSH) 
(data based on Chan 2005) 
Regular 45.95 62.8 39.4 13.8 58.74 
Single-Shouldered ^ 35.5 M ^ 
Double-Shouldered ^ 31.5 5 ^ 
Stepped 2 “ M ^ 15 
Stepped/Double-Shouldered 2 54 37.7 30.5 12 18.5 
Overall 92 45.98 61.6 38.6 13.5 56.44 
Figure 4.5 Radar Diagram of Adze Measurements from YLN and 
SKSH (after Chan 2005) 
Edge Angle 
Jy 丨一 YLN Regular ⑷人、 YLN Single-Shooldered 
50#iK \ 一 YLN Doabk-Sboaldered 
—SKSH Regular 
TJrl SKSH Singlc^boaldered 
Vs^V SKSH Double-Shouldervd 
In ——SKSH Stepped 
j嫩: SKSH Steppcd/Ponble-SbouMered 
T h i c k n e s s 、 ~ ~ 、 、 ‘ ‘ 、 ~ ‘ � Length 
Width 
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The notion 'width' was not used in Chan's (2005) measurement. She measured 'edge length, as a dimensional 
variables. In her SKSH assemblage, as she did not describe any Late Neolithic adze with a wider body or txitl than 
tho working edge, I assumed that her measurements would resemble the maximum width of each adze in account 
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Comparing data listed in Table 4.4 (Late Neolithic YLN) and Table 4.5 (Late 
Neolithic SKSH), correlations between Edge Angle with L / W / T on regular 
adzes from YLN are weaker than the SKSH ones. On the other hand, width 
and thickness of adzes from both sites display similarly strong correlations, but 
the length variable is more strongly correlated to width and thickness in YLN 
than 
in SKSH. There lacks any significant correlation between length and 
width of adzes from both YLN and SKSH assemblage (Table 4.6). 
Average dimensions of different types of adzes from YLN and SKSH display 
some variations (Table 4.6 and Figure 4.5). Regular, single-Shouldered and 
double-shouldered adzes from YLN have their average dimensional 
proportions very similar to each other, while all types of adzes from SKSH 
have different proportions. 
- — — 一 ” 
Interestingly, edge angle of adze from YLN has significantly lower correlations 
against length, width and thickness than those found in SKSH (Table 4.4 and 
4.5). The YLN adzes show a strong correlation among the length, width and 
thickness, which suggests that manufacturing of adze followed a standardised 
proportion, which does not necessarily incorporate with edge angles. 
4.3.3 Ground Implements : Projectile Points 
Projectile points have a more restricted thickness, but are proportional in the 
L:W ratio, as the triangle corners on the thickness axis have its range limited 
between 5 to 7 mm, but the lines between length and width are parallel ( 
Table 4.9 and Figure 4.7). As seen in the correlation test and the radar 
diagram, the width and thickness of projectile points have strong correlations 
and the length is more deviated. 
Table 4.7 Correlations of 35 Projectile Points from Late Neolithic 
YLN 
Length Width Thickness 
Length 1 0 . 5 ^ 0 . 5 ^ 
Width 1 0.666 
Thickness 
Figure 4.7 Radar Diagram of 35 Projectile Points Measurements 
from YLN 
' ~ 7 2 — … … 
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The correlation among the length，width and thickness of projectile points from 
YLN is not as significant as spades or adzes. The general parallel lines that 
show the length and width relations as seen in the radar diagram (Figure 4.7) 
suggested that there might be a set proportion embedded in the manufacturing 
of projectile points, but it did not confined to strict measurements. 
4.3.4 Ground Implements: Yue 
y^es displays low to median dimensional correlations among its 
leghth:width:thickness (Table 4.10). However, like spades, most Yue pieces 
are broken, and therefore the correlation test may not reflect the actual 
phenomenon. 
Table 4.8 Correlations of 11 Yues from Late Neolithic YLN 
Length Width Thickness 
Length 1 0 . 5疋 0.454 
Width - r 0 . 5 ^ 
Thickness 
^ — -… 
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Standardisation may not be reflected in the YLN Yue assemblage. The 
correlations of dimensions (Table 4.8) do not show a strong one, nor does it 
show a proportional relationship between length’ width and thickness. 
However, note also the significantly narrow range of thickness of Yue in 
contract to length and width (Figure 4.8). The rather thin thickness seems to 
be a key character for those Yue from YLN. While the dimension of Yue may 
not show signs of standardisation, there may be a morphological standard (i.e. 
thickness restriction) that bound the manufacturing of Yue. 
4.3.5 Flaked Implements: Picks 
There is no obvious proportional property seen among the picks (Figure 4.9). 
Given the morphological nature of picks as pebble tools with modification seen 
mainly on their points, irregularities were expected as one would expect 
among natural pebbles on any beach. However, there are positive 
74 
correlations on length against width and thickness (Table 4.10), although it is 
not as strongly correlated as netsinkers. The correlation between width and 
thickness is weak. This implies that any observable increase in length of pick 
would have greater width and thickness, but the horizontal parameters may not 
see similar changes. 
Table 4.9 Correlations of 16 Picks from Late Neolithic YLN 
Length Width Thickness 
Length 1 0 . 5 ^ 0.569 
Width — T 0.280 
Thickness 
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Pick is a modified implement that more or less carry the shape in its natural 
form，the diversity of natural rocks would expect no consistency (and thus no 
correlations) in dimensions between different rocks. However, the 
7 5 “ ——— 
coorelation test (Table 4.9) shows that there may be some correlations of 
length against width and thickness respectively. It is possible that length of 
the natural pebbles determines whether the natural rock should be procured 
and to be modified into a pick, which may be hinting some practice of 
measuring (however rudimentary) during raw material procurement. 
4.3.6 Flaked Implements: Netsinkers 
Netsinkers followed some ratio, but are less regular than adzes, as their 
triangles sit within another, but sides of the triangles are not parallel to each 
other (Figure 4.10). This is not surprising, as netsinkers have been made of 
natural pebbles with modification only on the body (as opposed to the two 
ends)，and without further grinding (at the very least, grinding marks from have 
not been observed in YLN assemblage). However, the dimensions of 
netsinkers have strong positive correlations (Table 4.11), implying the Late 
Neolithic inhabitants were likely to have selected certain shape of pebbles that 
followed some particular proportions. 
Table 4.10 Correlations of 12 Netsinkers from Late Neolithic YLN 
Length Width 丁 hick 门 ess 
Length 1 0.955 0.761 
Width 1 0.819 
Thickness 
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Thickness ‘ > Width 
Similar to picks, net sinkers were modified from natural pebbles. However, 
the dimensional correlations is much stronger than those of picks (Table 4.10). 
There seems to be a strict proportional scale of the dimension of the net 
sinkers, which restricted its morphology that caused a standardised 
appearance. 
4.3.7 Flaked Implements: Choppers and chopping tools 
Choppers and chopping tools possess a less strict ratio on L:W:T, and their 
triangles intersect with each other (Figure 4.11). However, the correlations 
between length，width and thickness are positive (Table 4.11). Like netsinkers, 
it seems that the choppers and chopping tools一from YLN were selected and 
modified according to some specific proportions. 
Table 4.11 Correlations of 29 Choppers and chopping tools from 
Late Neolithic YLN 
— 
Length | Width Thickness 
Length 1 0.681 
Width — 1 — 
Thickness T 
Figure 4.11 Radar Diagram of Measurements of the Choppers and 
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In summary, the correlation tests of the above 8 types of stone implements of 
YLN show that there exists standardisation in the dimension and proportion of 
each implement type. While ground implements such as spades and adzes 
has a significant correlations between its dimensions, it is also noted that 
modified implements such as picks and net sinkers also shows some degree 
of standardised proportions in their makings. 
4.4 Results of Use Wear Analysis 
Detailed procedures to carry out use wear analysis are stated in Chapter 3.4， 
while the results and procedures of the experiment are also shown in Figure 5 
to 23 in Appendix B. In this section, the process and result of the Raw 
— — 
Material Collection (2), Replication (3), Functional Experiment (4) and Blind 
Testing (5) are described and reported as follows. 
4.4.1 Raw Material Collection 
While the local geology^"^ at Yung Long is composed of igneous materials 
such as granite and other volcanic rocks, the closest siltstone from YLN is 
found in Tai Mo Shan (TMS) near Chuen Wan, which is about 15km from Yung 
Long. Siltstone bulks were collected from a stream in summer 2008 by 
myself, but the natural morphological shapes of these siltstone blocks were 
difficult to work into a sound replica after four trials. 
In order to complete the task, I went to another spot of siltstone deposit at 
Tung Ping Chau^^ (TPC) after consulting geological information, and found 
abundant siltstone slabs that have a similar thickness^® as the stone spades 
from Yung Long. These TPC siltstones are much easier to be worked into 
stone spade, as I don't have to further reduce the thickness of the core during 
the manufacturing process. 
12 siltstone spade replicas were made according to the morphology of the only 
completed spade found in YLN (No. SF92.1234), using siltstones from TPC. 
Direct percussion using a granite pebble collected from TMS was applied in 
modifying the natural siltstone roughly into the shape of a spade. The 
working edges were then ground, using a granite piece from TMS and siltstone 
slab from TPC, with and without sand collected from TMS and tap water, both 
Local here means onshore area within 10km from the site. Offshore geology is not considered. 
[J It is an outlying island over 50km from Yung Long, and is nowadays accessible by scheduled ferry service during 
weekends. 
> Thickness of TPC slabs range from 10 lo 20mm. 
^^S 丨ii〔ite「ials for grinding, in the Archaeology Laboratory of the Departmont of 
Anthropology, CUHK. Further polishing using leather was only applied to the 
working edge, as this study focuses on the use wear phenomena on the 
working edge. The bevel of the working edge was also polished using 
leather. 
4.4.2 Manufacturing Experiments 
A series of experiments was carried out in order to manufacture usable 
spades replicas to perform 6 pre-defined tasks, and to understand the 
technology, skills, time and materials required to produce the spades found in 
YLN. The following steps describe chronologically how each siltstone was 
transformed into spade replica, with time for each task recorded. 
Process of manufacture 
Briefly speaking, the process of manufacturing stone spades consists of the 
following steps: 
1 • Selecting a siltstone that resembles the thickness as well as the general 
size of the spade artifacts from YLN. 
2. Direct percussion using a granite pebble as hammer stone (collected 
from TMS) on respective siltstones to form the working edge^®. Only 
the working edge was replicated^^. 
a. Percussion was done bifacially on one edge of the siltstone. 
b. Knapping was done to create a roughly straight working edge 
” 2 replicas for each task: one used by myself, another used by blind tester. 
18 
) T h e r e was no evidence that the spades found at YLN were hafted, which is therefore not considered as part of this 
series of manufacturing experiments. 
The particular focus on use wears on working edge of this study required replications done on working edge only. 
Other parts of the spades were not replicated to save time. 
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(viewed from bottom) by reducing irregularities. 
3. Grinding was applied on the working edge using designated grinding 
stone in order to create a uniform straight working edge that resembles 
the YLN spades. 
I have observed the 14 stone spades of the YLN assemblage under 
microscope at magnification of 40x. All artefacts display very smooth surface, 
without visible striations even under low power microscope. Apparently, they 
have been very finely ground and polished. It is hypothesized that they have 
been ground using different materials in a process consisting of various steps. 
Thus, it is necessary to establish certain criteria in order to describe the 
different degrees of grinding, as well as to record the results of manufacturing 
experiment in different stages^°. As it is difficult to assess ground surface 
quantitatively, a qualitative system was set up, described as follows. A Zeiss 
stereo microscope was used for observing the replicas. 
(3a) Coarsely ground 
At magnification of 40x, striations caused by grinding on the surface of the 
stone implement can be observed, which overlay flaked scars or natural 
surfaces. 
Under naked eyes, the patches of flaked or natural surfaces are easily visible 
in the ground area of the stone implement, even without the help of a hand 
20 This classification on grinding scale only served as a descriptive means without any quanlitntive implication. 
— - … 
magnifier. 
(3b) Ground 
At magnification of 40x, striations caused by grinding on the flat surfaces can 
be observed, which overlay flaked scars or natural surfaces. However, the 
majority of the stone implement's surface had been ground, and only narrow 
strips of unground surfaces were observed in isolated patches. 
Under naked eyes, patches of flaked or natural surfaces are observed, but are 
distributed more sparsely than those on the surface of implement being only 
'coarsely ground'. 
(3c) Finely ground 
At magnification of 40x, striations caused by grinding on the flat surfaces can 
still be observed. However, the original flaked or natural surfaces cannot be 
observed, saved for isolated spots of hollows. 
Under naked eyes, the ground surface is flawless. Hand magnifier may barely 
reveal some isolated patches of hollow that escape the effect of grinding. 
(3c) Polished 
At magnification of 40x, striations caused by grinding on the flat surfaces 
cannot be observed. The surface of the implement is very smooth. 
Under naked eyes and using hand magnifier, the ground surface is flawless. 
—" “ ‘ ^ 
Based on my experiment, such smooth surface cannot be achieved using 
grinding stones, as the latter always produces striations on the surface. It is 
hypothesized that leather might have been used for polishing. This hypothesis 
will be tested in the grinding experiment by using different materials as 
grinding and polish agents. 
4.4.2.2 Grinding and Polishing Agents 
In my manufacturing experiments, four types of grinding materials, namely 
grinding stones, water, sand, and leather were used in order to mimic the fine 
quality of grinding as seen on the YLN spades. All replicas were abraded on 
the working edge after direct percussion. The effect of adding sand and 
water was also tested when the replicas were abraded against granite and 
siltstone grinding stones. Details and results of each experimental step are 
listed as follows. 
4.4.2.2a Stones 
Two types of stones were used as abraders- the coarse-grained granites, and 
fine-grained siltstone, and the results are as follows: 
Coarse-grained granite stone 
Collected from TMS, the piece of coarse-grained granite stone was hand-fixed 
on flat surfaces. 
a. Siltstone replicas of stone spades were rubbed against the coarse-grained 
granite stone without water and without sand applied on the rubbing 
_ — 
surface. After 30 minutes, there was no distinct difference on the r u b b e d 
area (i.e. the surface remained ungrounded). 
b. Siltstone replicas of stone spades were rubbed against the coarse-grained 
granite stone with only water applied on the rubbing surface. After 30 
minutes, there was no distinct difference on the rubbed area (i.e. the 
surface remained ungrounded). 
c. Siltstone replicas of stone spades were rubbed against the coarse-grained 
granite stone with sand and water applied in between the contact surface. 
Coarse ground was resulted from the rubbing after 30 minutes. A 
significant reduction of irregularities was observed on abraded areas under 
naked eyes. 
The coarse-grained granite used as grinding stone bears a ground surface on 
the rubbed area after the experiments. 
Fine-grained siltstone 
Collected from TPC, the piece of fine-grained siltstone was hand-fixed on flat 
surface. 
a. Siltstone replicas of stone spades were rubbed against the fine-grained 
siltstone without water and without sand applied on the rubbing surface. 
Ground was resulted from the rubbing after 25 minutes. 
b. Siltstone replicas of stone spades were rubbed against the fine-grained 
siltstone with only water applied on the rubbing surface. Finely ground 
was resulted from the rubbing after 20 minutes. 
c. Siltstone replicas of stone spades were rubbed against the fine-grained 
— 
siltstone with sand and water applied in between the contact surface. 
Ground was resulted from the rubbing after 10 minutes. 
The fine-grained siltstone used as grinding stone bears a fine polish on the 
rubbed area after the experiments. 
Since all spades from YLN are finely ground, all replicas were ground using the 
coarse-grained granite abrader and the fine-grained siltstone in two steps, 
which created a similarly finely ground surface. Details are as follows: 
1. Apply water and sand on the abrading surface between the 
coarse-grained granite abrader and the replica for 10 to 15 minutes. 
2. Only apply water on the abrading between the fine-grained siltstone 
abrader and the replica for another 5 to 10 minutes. 
4.4.2.2b Polishing Agent: Leather 
A strip of knife-sharpening leather (bought from Chan Chiu Kee Steel Knife 
Company) was used for the final polishing. There lacks archaeological 
evidence in Neolithic Hong Kong that leather was used as a polishing agent, 
which could possibly be due to its organic nature. Still, this experiment 
explores the possibility of leather as a polishing agent on stones. 
The leather was hand-held, and the siltstone replicas of the stone spades were 
rubbed against the leather. No polishing effect was resulted after 30 minutes 
of rubbing, but a burnished (shiny) surface was created on the rubbed areas 
on the siltstone replicas. Under the microscope, such burnished surfaces 
85 一 
contained no striation lines. A flatted surface with leather bits crumbling in tho 
smaller hollows has escape burnishing. Such burnished surface did not 
resemble those observed on the stone spades from YLN and is thus not 
applied to replicas used in this experiment. 
Under naked eyes, few scratches were visible on the leather strip after the 
experiment, but the texture of the leather did not significantly differentiate from 
its unused parts. 
Based on experiment conducted in Guangxi, South China, approximately 1.5 
hours are required to grind a whole adze (per. comm. Lu 2009), but the actual 
time length depends on many factors. For example, Chan (2005) used 8 hours 
to grind the whole body of a stone adze. In my manufacturing process, I used 1 
hour to grind and polish a stone spade. 
Debitape 
The debitage created during the manufacturing experiments was not recorded. 
But some phenomena are discussed here to report the whole manufacturing 
experiments. Only non-quantitative descriptions are given. 
The knapping exercises were performed indoor^^ in order to reduce external 
variables (weather, lighting, wind etc.) as well as to minimize the effect of noise 
produced on neighbouring area. Newspapers were placed on the floor for the 
ease of debitage collection. Clearance of debitage was done after each 
21 
Most experiments took place at UCA301 Archaeological Laboratory, United Collage, the Chinese University of 
Hong Kong. 
…一- — ^ “ --
experiment separately, in which one piece of siltstone was knapped. 
Over 80% of the knapped debitage were distributed in front of the knapper, 
with a particular focus of debitage underneath the knapped stones in the 
immediate front ^ of the knapper. A few pieces were projected about 2 
metres away from the knapper (myself), with their size smaller than 5mm in 
length. There are more flakes projected to the right hand side of the knapper 
(assessed visually), which seems to relate to the right-handed^^ habit of the 
knapper. Nevertheless, the knapping exercise produced a considerable 
amount of flakes that could be detected from archaeological investigations. 
4.4.3 Functional experiment results 
Chan (2005) has conducted a pilot use wear analysis in Hong Kong, using 
siltstone with shale. Her work has provided information on the relations 
between worked motions and functions under high power and low power 
magnifications. My research uses low power magnification as the spades are 
too big to be placed for high power microscope observation, and I agree with 
some of her findings. 
A. Microflaking is related to work motion and the relative hardness of the 
worked material. (Chan 2005:88, point 2). As Grace (1989) suggested, 
fracture types (conchoidal, snap, stepped) indicate the direction of force 
that determined fractures. Although Grace made his observation mainly 
on flint materials, such physical manifestations seemed to apply on 
siltstones in this experiment and thin layer bended siltstone with shale in 
22 
' Immediate front' is the area within an arm's reach of the knapper in front of the knapper. 
Tho granite pounder was held by the right hand of the knapper, with the knapped siltstone held on the left hand. 
— ^ 
Chan's work (2005). 
B. Polish suggested the persistency of contact between worked materials and 
the tool's working edges (Chan 2005:89, point 3iii). 
On the other hand, I have also observed some use-wear phenomenon that 
differs from Chan (2005), as follows: 
C. Use-incurred striation was not difficult to observe with siltstone used in my 
research, while the thin layer bended siltstone with shale proposed 
difficulties for such observation (Chan 2005:88, point 1). Micropolish, on 
the other hand, proposed difficulties in observation on siltstone surface 
mainly because of lighting condition, but it is not impossible. 
D. It was striations that suggested the direction of use as well as the relative 
hardness of the worked material in this research, while Chan found polish 
to be more noticeable for such identification (2005:89, point 3ii). Sets of 
parallel striations suggested constant use of the working edge with one 
particular motion, while the length of striation suggested the area on the 
replica in contact with the worked materials. The strength of striations is 
assessed by its sharpness under microscopic observation at magnification 
of 40x, which suggests the compaction and hardness of worked materials. 
Table 4.12 displays the use wear features on replicas used in the functional 
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4.4.4 Blind Testing 
As stated in chapter 3, blind tests were carried out in order to test my ability to 
identify use wears on lithics. The selected blind tester is a male in his 
twenties, weighted about 60kg and approximately 170cm tall. First, the blind 
tester was informed the location of working edge on each replica, and 6 
replicas subject to blind testing were selected by the blind tester without letting 
me know. The blind tester was told to perform the above mentioned 6 
functional experiments and was told to use those replicas for 'Agricultural Soil 
digging', 'Natural Soil digging', 'Sand digging', 'Chopping Wood', 'Sawing 
wood' and 'Butchering Pork Leg', and the expected result of these tasks are 
informed. Objects to be used for the experiments performed by the blind 
tester was provided by myself, and the experiments were carried out without 
my presence. The blind tester was told to record the task performed, time 
used, motion used for each replicas, and the results wem reveal by the blind 
tester only till the replica examinations have been carried out by myself. 
Judging from traces of use-wear,丨 correctly identified the function of all six 
tested replicas. This result also displays that there exists some relationship 
between use wears and motions acted through fine-grained spades. Even 
though all replicas were made of siltstone, the observed relationship between 
worked motions and respective use wears features should be equally 
applicable to tools made of fine-grained material (in this research, spades), as 
forces applied to tools of similar size of grains and structures result in similar 
use wear patterns. 
— — 
Unlike adzes from SKSH, which were thought to have multiple functions (Chan 
2005:98), my test has showed that the four spades found in YLN displayed 
only two types of motion: chopping and scraping. However, it is possible that 
the latest use wear on the spade covered and removed most, if not all, 
previous use wear, making it impossible to detect them. 
4.4.5 Comparative studies on the function of spade in Late Neolithic Yung 
Long North 
Based on my understanding of use-wear on replicas, I have examined the four 
observable stone spades, both under naked eyes and using a Zeiss stereo 
microscope at magnification of 40x’？ and the results are as follows. 
Spade No. 0505.92.SF1234, measured at 136.8 (length) x 107.1 
(width) X 10.2 mm (thickness) 
The large stepped fracture seen on the middle of the spade on one side 
suggests that motion of chopping was involved. There were also snapped 
flakings at both ends of the working edge visible by naked eye that broke the 
two corners, suggesting some force came in from the side(s) of the working 
edge. Microflakes were more often found on the side with the large stepped 
fracture. At magnification of 40x, 6 micropolishes were observed on this side 
distributed closely to the stepped fracture, while only 1 micropolish was 
observed on the opposite side. Striations observed on the side with the large 
stepped fracture is about 1 一 5 mm intruding from the working edge, while the 
opposite side has striations intruding 1 - 3 mm from the working edge, both 
sides perpendicular. Thus the function of this piece of spade was possibly 
— — 
non-sand digging, and was probably used for either agricultural soil or natural 
soil digging in late Neolithic YLN. 
At magnification 40x, the blade of this spade is blunt due to some polishing. 
Such polishing seems to be intentionally modified instead of wear due to use, 
as the uniform polishing striation at the cutting side of the working edge can be 
observed along the entire length of the blade (Figure 5). 
Spade No. 0505.93.SF323, measured at 83.8 (mmaininq length) x 
88.8 (width) x 6.8 mm (thickness) 
The butt end of this piece is missing, and therefore the complete length is 
unknown. But the working edge was not broken. Use wear observed were 
similar to the above No. 0505.92.SF1234. However, microflakes observed on 
this piece were distributed in a similar way on both sides, which differs from 
that of No. 0505.92.SF1234. Striations observed on one side with more 
microflakes were 1 - 5 mm intruding from the working edge, while the ones on 
the opposite side were 1 - 3 mm long. The depth of the striations on the 
siltstone surface indicates non-sand digging activities (see Figure 7). 
Spade No. 0505.92.SF985, measured at 49.5 (remaininci length) x 77 
(width) X 5.7 mm (thickness) 
Only the working edge of this artefact is preserved. Like No. 0505.93.SF323, 
microflakes appear more often on one side than then other, as 5 microflakes 
are visible on one side versus 2 on the other side. Interestingly, observed 
under microscope at magnification of 40x, the microflakes on both sides were 
— 
entirely covered by a narrow band of polishing of about 1mm wide from the 
working edge. No striation was observed under microscope on this band of 
polishing at x40 magnification, while at magnification of 264x there were faint 
marks of polishing running in a consistently parallel direction on both sides. 
This polish also 'covered' all other striations that run perpendicularly from the 
working edge (see Figure 4). The consistency of striations on this polished 
band, as well as the continuous distribution along the whole of the working 
edge on both sides, suggests that this is not caused by use, but by deliberate 
modification, possibly repairing. 
Spade No. 0505.93.SF308, measured at 223 (length) x 122.5 (width) 
X 20.5 mm (thickness) 
This implement had been identified as a spade by the excavators (AMO 1997), 
but it resembles more like an axe. Nevertheless, use wear analysis was 
carried out on this piece as well, due to its fine-grained properties as well as 
the morphology of its working edge similar to spades. 
This artefact is complete in profile shape. Microflakes were distributed along 
the working edge on both sides (15 versus 11). Striations were 2 - 3 mm 
long, and perpendicularly intruded from the working edge on both sides (see 
Figure 6). It is possible that this artefact was used for chopping motions on 
materials, possibly digging non-sand soils. 
4.5 Preliminary Summary 
Based on the studies, some preliminary conclusions on the function of the 
stone spades found in YLN can be presented here. 
4.5.1 Function: Soil Digging 
The striation patterns observed on three spades, except spade No. 
0505.92.SF985, resemble agricultural soil or natural soil as its worked 
materials. Interesting enough, it seems unlikely that the observed spades 
were used for digging sand, even though the tools were found in a raised 
beach site. 
According to aerial photographs taken in 1963，the bay that Yung Long is 
situated had agricultural land extended further back into the hills. The current 
landscape has completely changed, so it is impossible to examine the exact 
soil composition behind the sand bar other than using geological maps. 
However, use wear analysis indicates that soil digging was performed in late 
Neolithic Yung Lung, not within the excavated area that was situated on a 
raised sand bar, but further back to the hills where sand was not a major 
composition of the soil. 
4.5.2 Differentiation of sides on spades 
In the use experiments of this study, all digging tasks produced striations on 
both sides of the working edge that parallel with the working motions. It is 
noted that all replicas were held without turning side; the same side of the 
spade was always facing the user throughout the experiment. However, the 
side facing the user has significantly longer striations extending from the 
working edge on ail replicas, possibly due to contact of worked materials (the 
— — ^ … 一 - … - — — 
soil). The three spades Nos. 0505.92.SF1234 (Figure 5), 0505.93.SF323 
(Figure 7) and 0505.92.SF985 (Figure 4) studied have similar patterns of use 
wear for soil digging. 
As all replicas were used with a consistent motion and force, as well as their 
holding position unchanged, this hints a possibility that artefacts resembling 
similar striation patterns suggested a consistent holding position at its latest 
usage. Artefact No. 0505.92.SF985 also shows what is thought to be 
re-polished marks at the working edge, but it does not remove the striations 
extended from the working edge (see Figure 4). This suggests that the same 
spade was use repeatedly. More importantly, this suggested that repolish of 
spades might only be performed on the immediate edge (about 2-3mm from 
the working edge), which may not remove striations from previous usage. 
This leads to a further proposition that spades were used with a particular side 
being held facing the user constantly. If a spade was used with alternating 
side facing the user in each using event for the same function, then one should 
observe similar striation length on both sides along the working edge, which is 
not the case in the YLN spade. It is possible that the spade as seen from 
YLN implies some hafting practice, or a differentiation of sides on a stone 
spade. However, there is no evidence of hafting during the Late Neolithic 
period in Hong Kong, and therefore it is not possible to suggest a precise 
method to haft such stone spades. 
CHAPTER 5 THE CHAINE OPERATOIRE OF STONE SPADES AND THE 
LITHIC ASSEMBLAGE FROM YUNG LONG NORTH 
This chapter analyse the lithic assemblage from YLN through chaine 
operatoire using the scheme similarly set by Grace (1989). Some 
perspectives are to be examined in this chapter: 
> What are the choices selected in the design and planning of lithic 
manufacturing? 
> Are there standardisation in manufacturing? 
> What is the function of stone spades and its relationship with 
agriculture? 
> Why discarding? 
> What are in the cognitive map of Late Neolithic Yung Long people? 
、产 Overall, how the current study reveals the cultural development in 
prehistoric Yung Long? 
5.1 Lithic Manufacturing as Part of the Cultural Development 
The chaine operatoire for lithic manufacturing is not an isolated event that 
happened in the lives of Late Neolithic population. The deliberate act to 
collect particular types and size of raw materials for knapping particular types 
of lithic implements required detailed design and planning. And the carrying 
out of the chaine operatoire for lithic manufacturing required the organisation 
of time. 
Time-structuring is an important aspect in planning (Renfrew 1994:6). The 
acquisition of fine-grained materials might have required specific journeys to 
— — 
their source sediments outside their food-acquisition activities (whethor 
hunting, gathering, fishing or horticulture). Specific trips to acquire the raw 
materials for lithic manufacturing would then require the organization of time 
on a day-to-day basis in order to minimize the impact of the trips to their 
livelihood. In any case, the collection of raw materials would have required 
some relevant knowledge before any such plan could come up^ "^ . Without such 
knowledge, it would be difficult, if not impossible, for Late Neolithic population 
to plan any procurement event. In terms of lithic manufacturing, the following 
knowledge would have to be known prior to the process: 
(1) the location(s) of the specific raw material(s) for specific tool(s) to 
be produced; 
(2) the transportation method(s) to reach to and return from such 
location(s); and 
(3) the human resources (in terms of number of people and working 
hours required) required to perform such actions in accordance 
with other activities took place in the community) 
The carrying out of the complex array of chame operatoire would have 
required a shared mindset among the population, whether in the form of 
division of labours or a communal act. When the mindset first entered the 
cognitive map of the Neolithic community was not known based solely on the 
evidence from Yung Long, but it is curtained that by Late Neolithic period, the 
community at Yung Long had incorporated this complex array of chame 
From c o g n i t i v e a r chaeo log i ca l pc r spcc l ivc , it is a s s u m e d that h u m a n m a k e s p lan be lore ac t ion 
f R c n f r c w 1994:1 12). 
opemtoire into their mindset, which forms part of the representation of thoir 
cultural development. 
5.2 What are the choices selected in the design and planning of lithic 
manufacturing? 
One important aspect of human cognitive is the ability to design and plan 
(Renfrew and Zubrow eds. 1994). Raw material procurement is the first 
stage of in producing and/or modifying any physical substance, such as lithic 
manufacturing. Choices in the manufacturing process are confined by design 
and planning based on the condition in the physical world. 
5.2.1 Complexity of design 
The design of each implement must be conformed to its intended usage: this 
would involve a task that needs a pointed end as seen in picks; a pointed, thin 
triangular shape as in arrowheads; a long working edge as spades. We can 
never be too certain about how each artefact was used to perform certain task, 
but it is possible to infer phases of events that lead to the manufacturing of an 
artefact based on examination of artefacts and archaeological experiments. 
While it is not possible in archaeology to discern whether an entire 
assemblage of lithic tools from Late Neolithic (or any particular context of a 
given period) was manufactured by the same group or different groups based 
on only their morphology, similar artefacts from the same period in a proximal 
area bearing similar characteristics would imply that they shared a similar 
cognitive map (Renfrew and Bahn 2008). From the perspective of 
modification in a qualitative sense, spades and other ground implements are 
heavily modified, as the whole natural surface has been removed, and the 
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morphology of each implement does not resemble other similar rock types that 
could be found in its natural form. However, one common characteristic of 
ground implements found in YLN is that they somewhat contained similar 
features, but in different scales and outlines. Their bodies are polished 
thoroughly to remove any natural surface of the rock, and each of them has a 
working edge that was modified as a thin cutting edge/blade. The technique 
to ground surely existed in the mindsets of the Late Neolithic knappers in YLN. 
However, based on my manufacturing experiment，such techniques did not 
seem to involve a complex array of precise procedures, but rather a simple 
series of grinding and polishing the body and shaping a working edge. 
The complexity of the design in lithic manufacturing lies not in a single stage of 
the actual manufacturing, but rather the whole chaine operatoire that transform 
natural resources into specific artificial tools. The intended tool type to be 
manufactured was decided before the collection of raw materials. Once the 
chaine operatoire begins, the specific raw materials were used to manufacture 
a certain range of implements. This is reflected in the lithic assemblages in 
YLN, as I observed that the fine grained materials had been used in ground 
implements, while course grained materials in modified ones. This particular 
grouping of raw materials implied a selection process of raw materials that 
must have their respective destined tool type in the cognitive map of the Late 
Neolithic knappers. 
Moreover, due to the reduction nature of lithic manufacturing, the size of the 
raw materials to be used for making a spade (or any other implements) must 
be decided before colleting the raw materials. The specific dimension of 
several types of implements such as adzes and projectile points as discussed 
statistically in Chapter 4 has implied that this specific dimension must have 
existed in the mindset of the knappers, as they are positively correlated. 
5.2.2 Planning: the mindset during knapping process 
The knapping done for this study is not based on established reduction 
sequence, but is based on typological studies as well as microscopic 
examination and my cognitive map of how other experimental archaeologists 
would have formulated the knapping process. The manufacturing experiment 
has focused on how to reproduce a similar working edge as the artefacts from 
YLN. 
There must be some guidelines to be followed in order for knappers to produce 
desired, and even standardised form of implements. Lithic manufacturing is a 
process of reduction (Andrefsky 2001). What is being flaked off is 
irreversible. Moreover, what appears on the surface of the working core may 
not necessary reflect the underneath cracks and weak lines inside, particularly 
when the knapper cannot see through the raw materials in hand. During the 
manufacturing process of a lithic implement, there are three factors that would 
affect the outcome: skill - the accuracy of an individual's hand-eye 
coordination to perform an action on the rock at the intended location， 
experience 一 the understanding of what each action would result by the 
individual, and techniques - specific ways to perform an action that would 
result into specific outcomes. These three factors could guide the person 
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dunng the manufacturing process to produce a desired and standardised form 
of artefact. 
As discussed in Chapter 4，the adzes, projectile points, choppers and 
chopping tools and picks from Late Neolithic YLN have medium to high 
correlations, meaning that implements of each type are morphologically 
similar. Due to the lack of completed stone spades found in YLN, it is not 
possible to work out the correlation of the stone spades in terms of length and 
width. 
While skill and experience differ among people due to human diversity, 
technique, labour division and professionalisation allow the production of 
artefacts with similar, even standardized morphology (Renfrew and Bahn 
2008; Lu 2011). Although there are insufficient data to conclude the 
existence of professionalized stone tool production in late Neolithic YLN, the 
medium to high correlations of several types of stone implements indicate the 
existence of planning and certain shared mindset of the prehistoric LYN 
inh3bit3nts. 
5.2.3 Raw Material Availability 
Raw material procurement reflects the availability of certain natural resources 
and reflects the relationship between human beings' culture and the 
environment (Lu 2005). To manufacture the lithic implements discovered at 
YLN, the raw materials must be accessible to the tool maker. Archaeological 
evidence from previous excavation do not suggest that those implements were 
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produced locally, as no manufacturing debitage have been reported 八. 
However, the presence of adze roughouts and grinding stones, as well as the 
vast amount of Neolithic stone artifacts found in Yung Long, suggests that it is 
possible that some stone implements were manufactured in this region. 
The local geological bedrock is dominated by Jurassic granites (Fyfe et. al. 
2000)，which is a coarse grained material. However, while many modified 
implements contained characteristics similar to granites, most grounded 
implements were of a fine-grained type of rocks, which is non-local according 
to the geological maps (Geotechnical Control Office 1986). 
Odell noted that 
'presence of ... non-local materials in the 
assemblage only bears witness to its 
transportation by some mechanism to the site but 
there is no means to reconstruct the specifics of 
that mechanism and the nature of the relationship 
with this source based on these data' 
(Odell 2004:193; emphasis added^ 
Odell has suggested that non-local materials in an assemblage could reflect 
the existence of some mechanism of mobilizing the materials to the site. If the 
fine-grained rocks of the YLN ground stone implements are indeed non-local, 
then there must have been a similar mechanism to transport the materials to 
the site, although we are not able to tell the nature of the mechanism. However, 
25 
There are signs of ring/slotted ring manufacturing in Yung Long (South), but does not seem to relate to other 
non-ring type artefacts found in Yung Long (Meacham 1995). 
孔 The exact same passage was quoted also by Chan (2005); emphasis added. 
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the existence of local source of fine-grained rock is not entirely disregarded. 
It was the lack of (and possibly destroyed) environmental information of the 
surrounding areas in its pre-urbanised form that hinders our understanding of 
the late Neolithic environment. 
In terms of the procurement of local materials，I would like to add that we have 
to be more careful at what are local. In the case of YLN, although Jurassic 
granite is abundant in the local proximity, it is also abundant in the whole 
region of Hong Kong (Fyfe et. al. 2000). Thus it is impossible to trace the 
exact origin of all pieces made of granite found in the YLN assemblage without 
geochemical analysis, which posts destructive effects on artefacts. The 
following analysis, therefore, did not aim to provide any quantitative 
examination on raw materials origins in Late Neolithic YLN. Rather, I attempt 
to look at the choices that might have been made during the raw material 
procurement process inferred from the Late Neolithic YLN lithic assemblage. 
Generally speaking, human beings need to know what raw materials to be 
collected before manufacturing their tools. Raw material procurement is 
therefore the first step in the operational sequence in producing any physical 
substance. However, the choice must have followed some guidelines. The 
existence of any such guidelines must have been planned before making any 
thing. 
The major types of artefacts found in YLN are ground and modified 
implements. Most ground implements were made of fine-grained rocks, while 
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modified ones were made of coarse-grained materials (Table 4.1 ). Tho local" 
geological structure as surveyed by the Geotechnical Control Office (1989) 
contains abundant coarse-grained materials, with granites (Jms^® and Jl/。） 
being the dominant rock type, and several quartzphyric rhyolite dykes 
scattered in the local area (Geotechnical Control Office 1986). Although, as 
mentioned above, similar coarse-grained deposits have been found in other 
areas of Hong Kong, the coarse-grained materials at Yung Long could have 
been readily collected by local inhabitants at the local proximity, as suggested 
by the dominant granite deposits in the area and the large quantities of 
modified granite tools in the YLN assemblage. 
Although we cannot identify fine-grained materials at Yung Long today, it is not 
to say that fine-grained materials (sandstone, siltstone and mudstone, which 
are observed from the assemblage) must have been collected from non-local 
origins. Streams could have once carried such fine-grained deposits from 
places afar, or such deposits might escape the survey due to various 
reasons (Lu 2009, per. comm.). According to geological maps 
(Geotechnical Control Office 1986), there is no fine-grained material within 10 
km from Yung Long. There may be deposition of such that could have 
escaped geologists' detection. Nevertheless, given the minimum amount of 
fine-grained materials in the local environment, any act to collect these 
fine-grained materials would have been more specifically executed than 
collecting coarse-grained, pebble tools of granite due to the difficulty of finding 
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In this context, 'local' is defined to be 10km centered from the site of YLN. 
28 
j Jms - Tsing Shan Granite: Equigranular to inequigranular two-mica granite. 
29 
Ju - Tuen Mun Formation: Andesite lava and lapilli l ithic-bearing fine ash crystal tuff with intercalated tuff breccia. 
It is possible that the deposit was not significant on the specific scales set by the map itself, or it could have escapo 
the eyes of the surveyors by superficial deposits or vegetations etc. 
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them locally. 
The morphology of modified implements from YLN implies a collection strategy 
that involves some sort of design. As shown in Chapter 4，many modified 
tools only have slight modifications by knapping a pointed tip as seen on picks; 
others are unmodified and used as hammerstone or choppers. They have 
followed some specific magnitude and dimension as there are positive 
correlations against width and thickness (Table 4.13), while the morphology 
remains unchanged by and large. This suggests that the intended size of 
these tools were known when they were collected as raw materials. Natural 
pebbles have random morphologies. If such intention to collect specific 
pebbles with some specified physical characteristics did not exist in the minds 
of the prehistoric human, the correlation tests should reflect a generally 
unrelated dimension between length, width or thickness of these modified 
implements. 
5.2.4 Raw Material Size: Measurement Choices 
Renfrew (1994) argued that 'the most obvious ... measurement requires 
actions in the material world in which artefacts of a specific type are often 
involved' (1994:7). However, archaeologically there was no evidence for any 
specific measurement tool in Late Neolithic Hong Kong. While material 
evidence for measurement action was lacking, the dimensional correlations of 
coarse-grained materials from YLN seems to indicate the existence of some 
measurement actions, whether physically or mentally done. 
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What Renfrew (1994) suggested is that the act of measurement was based on 
some specific unit, which could be physically manifested in the real world, and 
measurement tools were the obvious manifestation of such actions. 
However, it was also possible for Neolithic humans not using formally defined 
units. Formality of measurements could lead to uniform measurements 
among similar type of things manufactured by human, but this is not the case 
among the coarse-grained tools in YLN. The correlation test done in Chapter 
4 suggests variations in size of the stone tools, which do not seem to have 
followed any strictly defined formal measurement units. Rather, their 
dimensions more or less followed a size that could be easily gripped by a 
human palm^\ Here I am suggesting that a hand's grip could be used as a 
reference for Late Neolithic humans, but it is not the same to say these tools 
were used hand-held functionally^^, which would require other functional 
experiments to test. 
This hand-held tool assumption could be a functional and manufacturing 
reason for a hand's grip. It would be simpler to work a raw material in a 
hand's grip size into a tool than to process a huge piece of rock that is 
physically too big and heavy to be held and rotated by its maker, and it is 
similarly easy for a person to use the tool hold directly by hand. As in Late 
Neolithic Hong Kong, there lacks evidence for implements that would help to 
ease weight and size of raw materials during manufacturing stage. It may 
imply that the technology for producing these lithic artefacts did not involve 
dealing with heavy weight or enormous size. 
” M y o w n pa lm cou ld s l rc tch ( f r o m t h u m b to litllc f inge r ) to a m a x i m u m leng th o f 21 c m . 
a p p r o x i m a t e l y tlic wid th of an A4 paper . 
” No cv idcncc of h a f t i n g w a s found a m o n g Y L N a s s e m b l a g e . 
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5.3 Standardisation 
Standardization is a very important indicator of social organization and 
complexity (Renfrew and Bahn 2008). The definition of standardization of tools 
follows Lu (2011) which are stated in Chapter 3. The criteria to assess 
standardisation are presented in this section. 
5.3.1 Patterned Selection: the Cognitive Map in the Late Neolithic Society 
Certain rock types have been repeatedly used to produce certain artefact 
types at YLN and other sites. For example, choppers and chopping tools are 
made from coarse-grained materials such as granites, while ground 
implements are made from fine-grained materials such as mudstones. 
Coarse-grained materials are more commonly found in Yung Long due to the 
nature of major bedrock being Jurassic granites. For fine-grained materials, 
the Hong Kong region does not have abundant deposition of such that could 
be used to make most ground implements found in Late Neolithic Hong Kong 
(Geotechnic Control Office 1986). They are located in areas where Late 
Neolithic cultural materials were not found (such as the case in SKSH) (Li 
2007), meaning that these fine-grained materials have to be reached out and 
collected on specific trips (Li 2007). 
For hunting and gathering activities, a person would have to know where / 
when a particular food source could be obtained at a particular place, and it is 
the same for raw material deposits in the nature. Ethnographic data as well 
as archaeological studies indicate that prehistoric human beings in different 
cultures had certain patterns of using different raw materials for different tools 
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(I.e. Chan 2005; Lu 2003, 2011; Meehan and Jones 1988). A similar pattorn is 
also observed at YLN. The choice involved for the knapper was perhaps the 
size or shape of the raw materials to be chosen to accomplish the task. 
As suggested by Yang (2010), during the Neolithic Hong Kong, each site has 
different subsistence activities: Sha Ha of the late Neolithic could well be a 
sedentary settlement with perhaps horticultural activities; Sham Wan of 
Lamma Island dated to the middle Neolithic was a seasonal camp where the 
inhabitants performing gathering activities. On the other hand, Lee (2005) 
suggested that the population of Sha Ha obtained raw materials for lithic 
manufacturing over 10km away from the site; while Yang's study (2010) 
suggests that raw materials for the production were obtained from local 
proximity in Sham Wan and Tung Wan Chai. In this study of Yung Long, raw 
materials were locally available for flaked and modified implements as those 
found in Sham Wan and Tung Wan Chai, but it is not the case for ground 
implements, which follows Sha Ha that they were obtained from spots far from 
the site. Whether there was specialisation in site function in late Neolithic 
Hong Kong, which involves specialisation in knowledge of the population on 
seasonality of resources, methods of gathering resources, it requires further 
study of other sites dated to the same period. 
5.3.2 Fixed steps of production and techniques for each product 
Percussion scars and debitage are two obvious ways to identify the production 
steps and techniques applied on each lithic implement. However, analysis in 
this aspect is hindered for the Late Neolithic assemblage at YLN. The 
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excavation team did not recovered any signs of debitage during 丨ho 
excavation, which makes debitage analysis impossible at the time of this 
research. On the other hand, while modified tools have some sort of 
percussion scars that may be analyzed, most ground tools have their 
percussion scars removed, which do not allow the analysis on percussion 
sequence. 
However, some basic information can still be extracted from the assemblage of 
YLN. Picks are generally modified from pebbles, and the points of picks 
seem to be made by flaking on an existing narrow point/edge, where minimal 
percussion is required to render the pick useful. This perhaps hinted some 
specific condition on collecting specific raw materials with specific morphology 
that would be modified through some routine procedures by minimal 
sharpening/modifying the raw core before use. 
On Knappinp 
Although the archaeological data found in YLN do not include debitage, based 
on morphological analysis and manufacturing experiments conducted by lithic 
scholars (Odell 1996，Andrefsky 2001, Chan 2005，Yang 2010), many lithic 
tools must have gone through a reduction sequence in order to become the 
desired form. The purpose of knapping is to create a desirable piece of tool 
with some pre-defined features. 
Based on my experiment, the manufacturing of spades almost definitely 
involved bifacial technology. The paralleled side views (section) could not be 
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created by just grounding and polishing: they only reduce irregularities. It is 
not efficient to reduce the volume into the desired working edge from a natural 
stone with random morphology^^ by grounding and polishing only. It must 
have been knapped. The grinding and polish were applied in order to create 
a uniform and straight working edge similar to those observed on the 
artefacts34. 
There is not much to be discussed regarding the reduction sequence as 
neither debitage nor roughouts of stone spades have been found in YLN. 
However, adze roughtouts have been found in YLN (AM〇 1997); and at Yung 
Long South, Meacham (1994) has mentioned a possible ring manufacturing 
locality. The evidence of spade manufacturing at YLN is therefore not entirely 
dismissible. 
Knapping is a process that realises the forms of stone implements following a 
cognitive map of the knapper. It involves some basic understanding of how to 
remove a flake from a core. While it is possible in modern times to realise 
how it has been done through years of archaeological research, perhaps 
knapping was not as strict as archaeologists have perceived. Of course the 
knapper must know in what direction and what force he has to strike the 
hammerstone onto the core in order to remove flakes, and the skill of an 
knapper determines the success rate of modifying a stone into a pre-designed 
implement. But the more complicated part is how to realise the core / flake 
” Flic t cq i i i r cc i t i i n c to r e m o v e i r r c g u l a r i l i c s on one vvork i i i c edge is a p p r o x i m a t e l y 20 n i i i u i t c s l o r cac l i rcp l i ca . A i u l t l ic 
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into the desired, even standardized implement. It is impossible to find two 
exact pieces of stone by knapping, and yet the final knapped outcome of the 
implements as we see in the archaeological assemblages does contain certain 
recurring characters that allow archaeologists to typologise them into "picks", 
"scapers", and "projectile point", etc. While knapping techniques, skills and 
experience determine how to modify a stone into an implement, the range of 
(and limitation of such range) implements types are determined by the 
cognitive map of the community (Renfrew and Bahn 2008). 
On aroundinp 
While knapping reduces a rock to a desired form, grounding (and polishing) is 
a process of refining the implements so that it could become regular. Chan 
(2005) has noticed that knapped roughouts of replica adzes containing a 
working edge that is not as straight as those in the artefacts until they have 
been ground and polished, which creates straight edges. 
All spades from YLN can be described as finely ground. During my 
experiment, it is at first assumed that sand was a required medium for the 
polishing exercise prior to the experiment. During the experiment, sand does 
help to reduce irregularities such as percussion scars and ridges during 
grounding, but it was the quality of the grinding stones that could easily create 
the finely ground surface similar to those observed on the YLN ^^  spades, as 
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In my process of making replicas for the use wear experiments, I used a piece of flat siltstone to polish my knapped 
cores in order to produce the required spade working edges. Water was applied with and without sand in several 
trials. Applying sand only creates a coarsely polished surface, but using only the siltstone allowed me to create a fine 
polished surface as seen on the real artefacts with similar touch and similar microscopic views. 
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well as on 丨iiany adzes. On the other hand, water is essential during gnruiing 
and polishing, as it increase the efficiency to form ground surface. 
A wide range of ground tools have been finely polished, without flake scars on 
them. With the exception of polishing stones (and perhaps net sinkers), all 
the ground tools have either straight (flat) or convex edges/ faces ground 
thoroughly. From my experiments, grounding is done most efficiently for 
removing irregularities instead of dramatically changing the morphologies of 
the implements. It implies that such grounding was at the last stage of lithic 
manufacturing, and no more percussion was intended to happen after they are 
grounded. 
Grinding stones made from coarse-grained sandstones have been found in 
YLN (AMO 1997). According to geological survey (Geotechnical Control Office 
1986)，this rock is non-local and must have been transformed from other 
places.. Interesting enough, similar grinding stones have been commonly 
found in Neolithic Hong Kong assemblages, but sandstone is not a commonly 
found rock in Hong Kong (Fyfe et. al. 2000). There are few deposits found in 
the Pak Sin Mountain Range in the Northeastern area of Hong Kong (over 
50km from YLN), yet it is a different type of sandstone, which composes of 
more muddy / fine-grained materials (Geotechnical Office 1980: Sheet 4). 
5.3.3 Morphological Measurements 
If statistical data on dimensions of each tool type is required to use for a 
morphological measurement analysis, the artefact presented in the statistics 
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must contain complete measurements of its axial length, width, thicknoss as 
well as edge angle and other complete measurements and descriptions of the 
faces/edges/angles of the implements. However, most lithics from YLN are 
found broken, and the statistical data can be used only as a reference to infer 
brief dimensional and morphological characteristics of each tool type. 
In the case of YLN, however, net sinkers are an exceptional implements, 
where most of them are found in complete form (perhaps with minor breakage 
that does not affect the measurements). Their high correlations in dimension 
of this modified tool perhaps suggested that there were awareness on the 
dimension of pebbles collected during their procurement. No sign of 
modification is visible on these net sinkers that aimed to dramatically reduce 
the size of net sinkers to a specific dimensional format. 
5.3.4 Flawed products 
It is not possible to tell from the YLN lithic assemblage that whether they were 
flawed products from a lithic manufacturing or wasted tools from usage. As a 
result, it is not possible to provide information in this regard. 
Conclusions on Standardisation 
As discussed in chapter 4，some of the stone implements of the YLN 
assemblage are morphologically similar, and the correlations are quite high. 
Does this similarity and high correlation indicate the existence of standardised 
production of stone tools in late Neolithi YLN? 
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I think the similar dimension of some YLN lithic assemblage may suggest a 
standardization of tool type，rather than the specialization of craftsmanship, 
because craftsmanship is not only represented by the tangible dimension, but 
also by the intangible techniques and technologies, methodologies of 
manufacturing, as well as a predetermined mindset that dictated the 
performing of these techniques, and mass production and quality control (Lu 
2011; Renfrew and Bahn 2008). There are no sufficient evidence to support 
the latter in YLN. 
It has been noticed that types of lithic artifacts identified in Hong Kong are 
quite similar, as specific dimensions, morphology and materials for certain 
types of implements are repeatedly observed in many archaeological sites. 
However, why were there particular raw materials choices and standardised 
implement forms in the Late Neolithic Hong Kong? It is use-wear analysis on 
spades that allows me to infer artefact functions through comparative methods. 
In this part, I discuss the relationship between the spade function(s), the 
environment and the human exploitation strategies. 
Based on the above analysis, it is thought that standardisation existed as 
reflected by the Late Neolithic lithic assemblage from YLN. There are 
patterned selection in the raw material selection process which suggested a 
uniform cognitive map in the raw material procurement process. Also, 
grounding of many implements using the same type of raw materials implied a 
strong mindset to pick particular raw materials for specific tool type 
manufacturing. Also, there are some significant correlations in the 
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dimensions of each implement types, which suggested each tool type f o l l o w e d 
some specific designs. 
5.4 What is the function of stone spades and its relationship with 
agriculture? 
Functions indicate the uses and significance of the stone tools, which in turn 
provide information for the subsistence and other activities (Semenov 1964) of 
the YLN prehistoric inhabitants, as well as their mindset and cognitive map. 
5.4.1 Function 
The discussion of functions of the stone spades of YLN is based on use-wear 
analysis. However, the functions of other implements have to be discussed 
based on morphological features and other related studies, as use-wear 
analysis have not been conducted on these implements due to time strain. 
The function of spade 
The discovery of spade has been attached with agricultural activities (Chen 
2002; Lu and Li 2002) for Late Neolithic archaeology in Hong Kong (Mo 2003). 
This hypothesis has not been directly challenged. My findings on spades did 
not overthrow the traditional thought of spade being used in agricultural 
activities. However, I would like to suggest something more specific 
regarding their function. 
Use wear striation analysis suggests that the three spades from late Neolithic 
YLN have a single function of digging natural soil or silty non-sand soil instead 
of sand; that they have been used for digging with the same side of the tool 
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always scraping the ground (Chapter 4.5), This perhaps suggests that thoso 
spades were attached to some handle, which fixed the spade in a certain way 
that forces its user to have one particular side of the spade always scraping 
the ground, and the handle part did not survive, or was not detected in the 
archaeological record. One of the spades (0505.92.SF985) shows signs of 
repair through polishing, while most spades are in broken states (except 
0505.92.SF1234 which is only chipped on the butt end and the sides), showing 
that they have undergone repeated use (and repair) before being discarded. 
So, what was the function of the spades in late Neolithic YLN? Were they used 
to dig soil for agriculture? While it is impossible to detect the prehistoric soil 
and landscape in YLN, we have to look at the context of the spades and other 
archaeological findings to infer the function of the spades. 
As stated above, no ecofacts and other data for agriculture have been found in 
YLN. On the other hand, traces of piled dwellings near the hillfoot area at the 
back of the beach have been found (AM〇 1997)，which require pestholes to be 
dug in order to erect post to support the housing structure above. The soil 
where these housing structures were located as mentioned by the excavation 
team was brownish soil with few sands (Lee 1997:518), which is similar to the 
agricultural soils I used in my experiment. Further, the spades were found 
outside the piled dwellings on the beach (AM〇 1997). It would therefore be 
logical to infer that these spades might have been related to the construction of 
these housing, or, at the very least，related to the digging of holes. I suggest 
they are related to the construction of building the piled dwellings. 
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The spades from YLN were definitely used more than once. They must havo 
undergone repeated use and possible repairing, which created repeated 
patterns of striations and at the same time, covering all previous marks. One 
obvious signature of repairing lies in spade No. 0505.92.SF985, where there 
are obvious marks of non-use continuous polishing along the working edge, 
which 'covered' all striations that could have sit on the working edge. 
Moreover, all three spades (Nos. 0505.92.SF1234 0505.92.SF985, 
0505.93.SF323) have "perpendicular grinding". As observed by Chan (2005; 
60 - 62) in her work on adzes, perpendicular grinding could have removed all 
microflakes originated from the bottom of the spades. This particular blunt 
feature has allowed the working edge to be more durable for continuous 
chopping action than an acute edge, and is likely to be intentional. 
The frequent use of the spades on non-sand soils might be an evidence that 
Late Neolithic people were actively working in the area behind the beach, and 
possible on the foot of the slope. This further suggests that the prehistoric 
inhabitants of YLN had a "regularities of the experience" (Hommon 2005:14) in 
the use of spade, which their actions generate similar use wears on the 
spades. The uniform use wears on spades illustrate that the activity of 
digging using spades must be known and established as one of the regular 
activities of the Late Neolithic inhabitant of Yung Long. 
The specific morphology of spades also hints that these inhabitants had this 
predetermined form of implement used for digging activities. It would be 
more useful to perform use wear analysis on all tool types in order to establish 
TS 
relations between morphologies and possible functions, which onablos 
archaeologist to tell if spade is the only tool type that was used in digging 
activities or not. Unfortunately this is not feasible in my study due to the 
limited time. Nevertheless, by the Late Neolithic, the YLN inhabitants must 
have enough experience to design how spade should have been like, and how 
it would have been used. This communal thought would have formed the 
cognitive map of spade: about what it was made of, how it was manufactured, 
and how it could have been used. This cognitive map was likely shared by 
those who were in contact with them. 
Functions of other implements 
Through use wear analysis, Chan (2005) has concluded that adze from Late 
Neolithic Sha Ha have multiple function. Thus it is possible that the adzes 
found in YLN have similar functions, as the adzes found in YLN and Sha Ha 
are morphologically similar (Chapter 4; Table 4.7). 
Yang (2010) has conducted use-wear analysis on picks found in three sites in 
Hong Kong, namely Sham Wan, Sha Ha and Tung Wan Tzai dated to the 
middle Neolithic, late Neolithic and Bronze Age respectively. He has 
discovered that picks (or points) were also multifunctional tools in prehistoric 
Hong Kong, and used for soil digging, oyster collection, wood working and 
butchering etc. (Yang 2010). Thus, the morphological similar picks found in 
YLN might have performed some of these functions. Given the morphological 
features, netsinkers found in YLN might have been used for fishing. The 72 
grinding stones could have been used for grinding, which causes the 
TS 
continuous grooves on their surface. 
5.4.2 Is agriculture a significant subsistence activity in YLN? 
Among the identified lithics of the YLN assemblage, there are 146 ground 
implements (Table 4.1). These implements would require some intense 
grinding and polishing in the manufacturing process. Among the assemblage, 
72 grinding stones are identified that could have been used as grinding agent 
for producing the ground implements. 
Au (2004) published the count of lithic implements of two nearby sites: Ng Ka 
Yuen at Ha Pak Nai and Chan Ka Yuen at Sheung Pak Nai. The lithic 
assemblage of Late Neolithic from these two sites are compared to provide 
some indicative information regarding the lithic assemblage of YLN (Table 
5.1). There certainly would be classification differences between the YLN 
assemblage and Au's classification, but the general tool types classified by Au 
and me roughly follows those commonly found in Hong Kong. 
Table 5.1 Comparison among the Late Neolithic lithic assemblages 
around Yung Long North, Ng Ka Yuen and Chan Ka Yuen: after Au 
2004) 
YLN Ng Ka Yuen Chan Ka Yuen" 
Category Typology Piece 。 / 。 p i e c e s % ~ I 。/。 
s s 
Pick 1 6 — 3 . 8 10 —17.5 
Choppers 
r i • . ，J^ininr^ 29 6.9 5 8.8 19 20.9 Flaked chopping 
Implements tools 
Scraper 4 1.0 
Netsinker 一 12 2.9 — 17 2 2.2 
Stone Ball — 1 — 0 . 2 ~ 一 
Ground Adze — 71 —16.9 2 3.5 8 
Implements Axe 1 | 0.21 ^ 2 2.2 
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Chisel 2 0.5 — 
Chopping g 14 “ 
board — _ ^ ^ — 
Drill 2 'oTs 一 
Knife { T l : 
Point 
—Ring 4 r p" 1— 1.8 一 6 6.^ 
Spade 一 14 ~ 3.3 — — 
Spearhead 1 1.1 





Modified Ring Core 7 — 1 . 7 21.1 32 
Implements Core 1 0.2 2 2 2 
" l r ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Unidentifiable ™ 122 29.0 2 3.5 7 7.7 
Total I 420 57 91 
The Ng Ka Yuen and Chan Ka Yuen assemblages have displayed significant 
evidence of ring manufacturing activities (Au 2004: 269). Similar activities 
have been detected by Meacham (1994) in Yung Long South. The YLN 
assemblage also indicates some signs of ring manufacturing, as suggested by 
the 7 ring cores found (AMO 1997). But the extent of the ring in relation to the 
population is not certain due to the lack of context from the primary data. 
The significant proportion and quantity of grinding stone at YLN suggested that 
it was an essential implement there, while it was less so in the other two sites 
listed 
in Table 5.1. Note also the large proportion, quantity and variety of 
ground implements in YLN in comparison to the few ones in the other two sites 
(Table 5.1), which suggests that a wider range of manufacturing activities 
could have been in place. 
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It is argued that the range of artifact types in the YLN assemblage does not 
represent an entire manufacturing scenario. The YLN assemblage comprises 
of a significant proportion of ground implements (34.76%) that is far greater 
than those in Ng Ka Yuen (11%) and Chan Ka Yuen (24%) (Table 5.1). In 
order to grind these implements, grinding stone is required; thus the 72 
grindings stones found in YLN might have served this function. 
In addition, a significant amount of knapping would have taken place. From 
the knapping experiment of spade, it is known that large cluster of 
flakes/debitage would have formed for producing one spade. If only one or 
two implements were manufactured, there may be minimal signs of such 
debitage found due to possible clearing or transportation by natural causes. 
However, if the presence of the 71 adzes, 14 spades, 16 picks from YLN was a 
result of manufacturing from this spot, there should be findings of a significant 
debitage, as seen in other Late Neolithic archaeological sites such as Sha Ha 
in Sai Kung, and Yung Long South. In the case of YLN, such debitage is 
lacking. Lu, on the other hand, suggested (per. com. 2011) another possibility. 
As adze roughouts and 72 grinding stones have been found in YLN, knapping 
might have been conducted at another place where raw materials were 
collected; and transported to the site for grinding, at least for making adzes (Lu 
per. com. 2011). 
It is not to say that no manufacturing activities had ever taken place in Yung 
Long. In fact, it is likely that YLN lithic assemblage has relations with grinding 
activities after the knapping, or for repairing. There are signs of polishing that 
covered used marks on 0505.92.SF985, which suggested that repairing have 
taken place. And it is very likely that such repairing through grinding c o u l d 
have taken place on all/some other ground implements. 
Lithic manufacturing is a sequence of events. For a spade to be made, a 
suitable materia丨 is required to be obtained, and then knapped using perhaps 
an unmodified pebble from the nearby beach (for example). The person 
would have to use a suitable material to ground and polish the implement into 
the required spade. If the lithic manufacturing activities were limited to 
knapping, then perhaps knapping itself is not necessarily a specialized activity. 
However, the unavailability of fine-grained materials would have made most 
ground tools unlikely to be locally^e procured, and specific knowledge on the 
location of certain materials that did not come into contact of the community's 
living environment or daily routine, must be either searched or passed down, 
hence forming a specialised knowledge to procure raw materials. 
Toolkit for subsistence strategies 
The signs of repairing also hint that these ground implements were 
continuously used, worn out and repaired by the Yung Long inhabitants, which 
lead one to think about how and why it was used and worn out. Given the 
wide range of implement types classified in the assemblage, it is possible that 
a similarly wide range (or more) of activities did took place other than 
manufacturing. Archaeologically, these implements were not unearthed in 
specific contexts, so it is difficult to infer their meanings and/or significance in 
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religious/ritual terms. As discussed in section 5.4.1, many of the lithic 
implements might have been used for subsistence at YLN. 
There is no ecofactual evidence to provide any claims regarding the faunal and 
floral resources during the Neolithic period. The acidity of igneous soils did 
not favour the survival of any organic materials. Moreover, advanced 
scientific analysis, such as pollen and phytolith analysis, is not a general 
practice in archaeological fieldworks in Hong Kong, although a few works were 
carried out in the 1980s and in 2003 and 2005 (Meacham 1978，Lu et al. 2007). 
Thus it is difficult to discern any agricultural activities, or to reconstruct the 
natural environment due to the lack of ecofactual data. 
The natural environment in Hong Kong may have been altered greatly in the 
modern times by urbanization and pollution. Pollen and phytolith analysis in 
Sham Wan and Sha Ha have indicated that the climate in late Neolithic was 
sub-t「opical and was similar to that of the present in various places in HK, and 
the sea leave remains stable after 7000 years ago (Meacham 1978; Lu et al. 
2007; Lu 2009) Therefore, food resources would have been locally available 
all year round, and the Late Neolithic people could have exploited oysters 
available in the Yung Long area, as well as an abundant pool of fishery 
resources in the Pearl River Estuary (Luo 2007). As suggested by Chan 
(2005), adze could have been a multi-purposed tool, which could be suitable 
for exploiting the rich environment. 
The excavations of YLN and Yung Long South have not discovered 
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〔archaeological evidence to suggest agricultural activities practiced by the Yung 
Long people during the Neolithic. Late Neolithic Yung Long population could 
be sustained on exploiting the natural resources instead of producing their own 
food. The large quantity of projectile points found in YLN may suggest that 
they were subsisted on hunting or fishing^: A significant amount of grinding 
stone in the lithic assemblage from YLN also hints a possible manufacturing 
lifestyle as well. On the other hand, as deduced in Chapter 4，spades were 
thought to be used as digging non-sand soils. The striations created 
resembled the「epiicas used to dig naturally weathered granite soils, which is 
abundant in Yung Long and the surrounding areas, as well as in other areas of 
Hong Kong. As similar soil has been found in many places in Hong Kong, 
morphologically similar spades might have been required to perform similar 
tasks. It is also possible that the tool was used to dig agricultural soil, since it 
created similar, but slightly weaker striation lines. However, as there are no 
ecofact data to support the practice of farming activities, it is not possible to 
draw a conclusion at this stage. 
5.5 Where to Discard? - the Cognitive Map on Space Utilisation 
The use wear analysis carried out on the spades allowed me to deduce some 
implicit information regarding discard. Among the three spades found, two of 
them are severely damaged with only the working edge remaining. The 
excavation team did mention that housing area at the back of the beach near 
the hill foot contained only a few artefacts, and suggested that it was due to 
deliberate and continuous clearance in the living area (AM〇 1997). However, 
It is possible also that these projectile points were a weapon of defence, but there is no strong evidence in terms of 
human remains, settlement patterns or site plan that suggest that the Neolithic population in this area were in conflict. 
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spade No. 0505.92.SF1234 is a complete spade with minimal damago 
which was also found in the beach area at YLN, where sandy soil was to be 
expected. My use wear analysis suggests that these spades have been used 
to dig non-sand soil, which might exist near the back of the beach, but not on 
the beach. Although the exact unearth location of each artefact is not 
available, the spades and perhaps other implements found on the beach area 
in general should have been spots where the prehistoric people intentionally 
placed them. And the deliberate act implies a cognitive map that shows a 
distinct utilization of different areas in their living surroundings, with clear 
concepts of utilization of space among the population of YLN. Such cognitive 
map was based on their previous experiences (t-1) and expected works (t+1) 
that allowed the inhabitants at Yung Long to formulate their contemporary (t) 
land use which finally dictated where the stone spades were laid (Renfrew and 
Bahn 2008). 
Section 5.6 and 5.7 focuses on the cultural development which is represented 
by this chaine operatoire at YLN, and aims to shed some light in understanding 
the society of Late Neolithic Yung Long. 
5.6 What subsistence strategies are reflected in the lithic 
assemblage? 
As mentioned in chapter 5，polished marks are observed on spade No. 
0505.92.SF985 along the working edge, and masked previous striation 
patterns, while similar striation lines are observed on the working edge 
从 It is t hough t to be ' c o m p l c l c ' , as all s ides o f the s p a d e have de l ibe ra t e f ine -po l i shed s u r f a c e s with 
o n l y smal l c h i p p i n g s h a p p e n e d on s o m e edges . T h e genera l n i o i p h o l o g y did nol in\ ol \ o any m a j o r 
b r e a k a g e . 
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covering the polishing. This suggests repairing being done on this particular 
spade, and the spade must have been repeatedly used in the same motion. 
All these indicate the possible existence of a cognitive map on using spades in 
the Late Neolithic Yung Long 
Contrary to stone spade in my research, Chan (2005) has discovered that 
adzes have multiple functions. From the case of stone adze (after Chan 2005) 
and stone spade (this research), different stone tools might have their 
respective functions. Their ways of use were embedded in the cognitive map 
shared by the Late Neolithic population in Hong Kong. 
Further, in the case of stone spades, repairing marks seen on 0505.92.SF985 
may have suggested a scarcity of stone spade supply. There are three 
possible reasons for this, and they are not necessarily mutually exclusive. 
First, the raw materials for manufacturing stone spades (and other tools with 
similar raw material composition) may not be readily available in the local 
environment. Thus it would be more worthy to repair the tool than to discard it 
entirely. Second, spades might not been readily made. While stone adze 
roughouts are identified in Yung Long, it seems to be the only tool type that 
contains roughout in the YLN archaeological assemblage. No roughout of 
stone spades (and other tools of similar raw materials) is observed in the 
archaeological assemblage from Yung Long, which may have indicated that 
the supply of spade was not as abundant as stone adze. Third, stone spade 
was not a frequently used tool, and thus their demand and supply (in the form 
of finished product) was low. Whatever the reason, it seems reasonable to 
think that stone spade was not a crucial tool type in the archaeological 
assemblage of Late Neolithic Yung Long. If stone spade was an indicative 
tool for agricultural activities, the scarce amount of it in Yung Long would have 
suggested that agricultural activities in Yung Long, if any, were insignificant. 
Based on the toolkits found in Yung Long, it seems that hunting, fishing and 
gathering were still main subsistence strategies. 
5.7 How the manufacturing is organized? 
The process of manufacturing was not loosely organized as isolated events in 
the life of the Late Neolithic inhabitants. Similar morphologies of each 
artefact types suggested that there were particular designs and plans for the 
making and using of each type of artefact in the mindset of the Late Neolithic 
population. The chaine operatoire as discussed in Chapter 5 suggests that 
the complex array of lithic manufacturing processes was not isolated events, 
but rather a trait that embedded in the Late Neolithic cultural developement. 
The fine-grained materials found at YLN are unlikely to be local, which hints 
deliberate transposition by human agency. However, it is not possible to 
reconstruct how and in what condition they arrived at YLN (see Odell 2004 
quotation in Chapter 5). Moreover, there is no archaeological information to 
suggest that these fine-grained tools were all manufactured locally^^, as there 
is no detectable debitage during the excavation. This implies that the 
fine-grained tools might have arrived at the site as finished products from other 
locations - but they might have arrived at the site as roughouts, which is a very 
' ' ' U n l i k e Sai K u n g Sa I la, Yung L o n g (Nor th ) s a w no c v i d e n c c o l ' m a n u l a c t u r i n g w a s t e dur ing past 
e x c a v a t i o n s . H o w e v e r , M c a c h a m ( 1 9 9 5 ) sugges ted that Yung I .ong (Sou th ) have scon i i ianuract i i r ing 
of r ings d u r i n g the Late Ncoli t l i ic . 
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common practice based on ethnography data (Meehan and Jones 1988). It is 
likely that planning(s) must have taken place for the procurement of these 
fine-grained mater ia ls , whether they were locally manufactured or not, 
because they were not locally readied. 
Nevertheless, such deliberate actions for transporting particular kinds of lithic 
materials/roughouts would have involved planning and organization in a 
communal level. If this was carried out at individual level, it would imply that 
every person would have to gather the required implements/roughouts/raw 
materials by themselves. Depending on the complexity of the technology 
involved in manufacturing the required lithic implement types, it is expected 
that the morphology of different tools would show considerable variations due 
to human diversity and individual preferences, and should show a weak/no 
correlations in the correlation tests for particular types of tools. Yet, it seems 
that the correlations are strong in many implements (see Chapter 4). It is 
therefore believed that the manufacturing of lithic implements was organized 
above individual level. There must be some organization of manufacturing 
lithic implements found in Yung Long at a communal level due not only to the 
strong correlation of the resulting morphology and dimension of the lithic 
assemblages, but also a patterned selection of raw materials. This may not 
be a direct prove to the division of labours in this community, but there is a 
possibility that the community arranged resources and scheduled time to carry 
out the manufacturing of lithics. 
It is not to s ay that coa r se -g ra incd ma te r i a l s did not r equ i r ed p l a n n i n g . H o w e v e r , g iven the 
a b u n d a n c e o f c o a r s c - g r a i n c d mate r i a l s at Y L N , the t i m e - s t r u c t u r i n g aspcc t o f a cqu i r i ng c o a r s c - g r a i n c d 
mater ia l s was less ev ident ia l . 
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Based on my experiment, the manufacturing process of replica requires 
knowledge to locate raw material and collect suitable rocks, the ability to 
transport the raw material, a pre-planning of the size and shape of the stone 
implement I need to make before striking, knowledge and techniques on how 
to strike, ground and polish based on works done by other scholars as well as 
from ethnographic data; and I need to practice and adjust my techniques in the 
process. These are knowledge and skills that are required to produce a stone 
spade, and they have to be learnt. Therefore, it can be inferred that similar 
knowledge and skills would have been required in late Neolithic YLN for 
people to make similar stone spades. 
There is no archaeological evidence to suggest agriculture in Yung Long 
during the Late Neolithic due to the lack of ecofactual evidence. At another 
Late Neolithic site, four samples of carbonized grains as well as samples of 
pollens and phytoliths from Sha Ha have been analyzed. Researchers have 
been able to conclude that ‘cultivation might have started in the Late Neolithic' 
(Lu et al. 2005:63) at Sha Ha based on the existence of a domesticated 
species from the gourd family, as well as abundant rice phytolith found in the 
cultural layers. However, this case is solitary and it is not possible at the 
moment to assume a widespread of cultivation activities in Hong Kong area. 
Nevertheless, the lithic assemblage in Yung Long, particularly the existence of 
projectile points and netsinkers, indicates that some hunting/fishing activities, 
existed in the Late Neolithic, and does not suggest that agricultural activities 
were, at any rate, dominating. Use wear analysis on spade from YLN 
suggests that they were used to dig non-sand soils, but the lack of ecofactual 
information does not allow me to draw its functional relationship w i th 
agricultural activities. 
The cluster of Late Neolithic sites along the coastal bay area of northwestern 
New Territories at Deep Bay, including Yung Long, Lung Kwu Tan, and Pak 
Nai areas seems to suggest that the region was suitable for human 
settlements during the Neolithic period. Perhaps there had been some 
push-pull factors that attracted people to settle in the region, and conveniently 
「each natural resources for food, raw materials, and water etc.. 
In Yung Long, piled dwellings were detected at the back of the beach in the 
form of series of post holes (AMO 1997). Similar dwellings were detected in 
Ng Ka Yuen and Chan Ka Yuen nearby (Au 2004). The buildings perhaps 
cannot suggest if their inhabitants resided in them permanently, but the cluster 
of Late Neolithic materials found along the coastal area of Deep Bay may 
suggest that the area was settled frequently in Late Neolithic. 
The subtropical climate of Hong Kong means that monsoon weather affected 
the Late Neolithic population here. If these structures were to withstand the 
typhoons in the summer month and the rainy weathers all-year-round, some 
durability is required in these structures. Yet if the major form of subsistence 
strategies were hunting/fishing, the seasonal nature of resources may have 
driven the population to migrate seasonally to different sites. If that is the 
case, stone spades found at YLN could have been used to dig holes for the 
piled dwellings repairment when they came back to the seasonal camp of 
— … — 
Yung Long. 
5.8 What is the Cultural Development represented in the Late 
Neolithic Yung Long? 
The cultural development detected at YLN perhaps lies at the tribal stage (after 
Service 1971) because: 
(1) there were some evidence to suggest a communal level of 
organisation in the lithic manufacturing process; 
(2) the hunting and fishing way of subsistence and raw material collection 
possibly implied a division of labours were in place; 
However, the settlement evidence at YLN seems to suggest a seasonal 
occupation, which suggested that sedentism was not the mode of live for the 
people at Late Neolithic YLN. Moreover, the limitation of this research lies in 
the lack of comparable information and insufficient field archaeological records 
that could help to provide a more holistic portrait of the Late Neolithic past 
human society. 
5.8.1 Agricultural activities and Settlement patterns 
While stone spades have relations with digging activities, there lacks other 
types of archaeological evidence to support the existence of agricultural 
activities, including ecofactual evidence and archaeological features that could 
have direct implications to agriculture. On the other hand, archaeological 
sites have been found situated in sheltered bays in the area near Yung Long 
(northwestern Hong Kong), while there lack evidence of settlements in plain of 
Yuen Long, which has been traditionally utilised by the local in agricultural 
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activities from the Song dynasty. 
5.8.2 Trade network and Raw Material Sources 
Currently, there lacks research on the extent of trade networks in the Pearl 
River region, and there lack research to explore the role of Late Neolithic sites 
in Hong Kong in the context of Pearl River region. On the other hand, 
geological research regarding the source of raw materials found in Hong Kong 
has not been conducted. Such information would be very useful to 
understand the social organisation not only in Hong Kong, but also in the Pearl 
River region. 
5.9 Conclusion 
Based on typological studies, archaeological experiments of producing 
replicas, use-wear analysis, as well as statistic analysis of the stone 
implements found in YLN, the technological and functional aspects of the 
stone spades can be understood much better. The manufacturing technology 
of stone spades consists of a process from selecting suitable raw materials (in 
terms of morphology and rock types), reducing the core into desired shape of 
the intended tool types and grounding the knapped core to produce the 
polished surface. The planning of the manufacturing process was also 
carried out at a community level, and it is possibly that the community have 
allocated resources and time particularly for the manufacturing. 
As discussed above, it is possible to detect certain cognitive map or 'mindset' 
of the prehistoric YLN residents through exploring the chaine operatoire of 
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lithic manufacturing, typological analysis and correlation test. There woro 
particular designs for each type of tools, and the mindset to plan for their 
respective manufacturing must be embedded from the raw material 
procurement stage. There were patterned selections during the raw 
materials procurement stage to seek particular rock types, while it is possible 
that Late Neolithic people particularly preferred specific dimensions of rocks as 
raw materials so that they were of convenience to knap into particular 
morphologies of respective tool types. There were also particular ways for 
using each type of tools, and these ways of using tools have been set in the 
prehistoric cognitive map; that stone spades seem to have been used only for 
digging soil at YLN, while adzes and points had multiple functions (Chan 2005; 
Yang 2010). 
Finally, based on data available to date, the result of this study seems to 
suggest that the YLN people were seasonal settlers. Their major subsistence 
strategies were hunting, fishing and probably gathering. There is no evidence 
to support the existence of agriculture although stone spades have been 
found. Statistical analysis also suggests that the stone implements of YLN 
were produced according to certain standards shared by members of the 
community, although there is no archaeological evidence for labour division 
and professionalization of craft production. However, there might have been 
inter-group connection or exchange between the YLN residents and 
contemporaneous communities in this region, even certain specialization of 
different sites, as discussed above. This study, as well as other studies (i.e. 
Au 2004; Chan 2005), illustrates the dynamics between different populations in 
__ — 
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late Neolithic Hong Kong. Much more study is required to further examine this 
issue in the future. 
This study challenges the traditional wisdom that ground stone spade is a tool 
for agriculture, and illustrates human diversity and their ability not only to adapt 
but also to ecapt to different environments. While the possibility of stone 
spades used for agriculture cannot be ruled out, and in fact it might have been 
used for such a function in farming societies, the residents in HK made and 
used the morphological stone spades for different functions. This again 
proves the diversity of prehistoric cultures and human beings mindsets, and 
the importance of using concrete research methods to interpret each 
archaeological assemblage at its natural and cultural context. 
5.10 Some final remarks 
This study uses archaeological experiment and use-wear analysis as two 
major research approaches. Use-wear analysis has been a widely applied 
technique in studying lithic materials in Europe and America. However, its 
application is not very common in China. There were some research done by 
archaeologists such as Prof. Lu Jun'er, Tracey Lu, Hou Yamei and other 
scholars after the 1980s in mainland China (Lu, J. E. 2006; Lu, T. 1994，2003; 
Gao and Chen 2008). However, as a research method, use wear analysis was 
limited by the amount of comparable use wear data performed and published, 
especially in Southern China and Hong Kong. Some unpublished thesis on use 
wear analysis applied in Hong Kong includes Chan (2005) on stone adzes and 
Yang (2010) on stone picks. This research is limited to take use wear 
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analysis as an analytical tool instead of an independent research prototype to 
explore the function of stone spades. 
There are also limitation on fieldwork methodologies and practices. The 
fieldwork methodology adopted in Hong Kong by many archaeologists could 
not yield sufficient information to take a further step in exploring the 
palaeo-environment. The contract archaeology in Hong Kong has led to a 
lack of funding on (or to minimise the funding for) researching beyond mere 
recording of basic archaeological information (Shang and Ng 2010). The only 
sites that have been excavated scientifically and studied in multi-disciplinary 
ways were Sha Ha (excavated in 2000) and perhaps Sham Wan, Lamma 
Island (excavated in 1976)，which reveal a more holistic representation of the 
palaeo-environment as well as the cultural development of Hong Kong in 
relation to Pearl River Delta. It is hoped that better fieldwork methods and 
practices in the future will facilitate much more data for in-depth archaeological 
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Figure 14 0505.92.SF985 (Source: Authors own) 
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Figure 16 0505.93.SF308 (Source: Authors own) 
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Figure 17 0505.93.SF323 (Source: Authors own) fmmm 
Figure 18 Manufacturing Experiment by the Author (Source: Authors own) 
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Figure 19 Manufacturing Experiment by the Author (Source: Authors own) 
Figure 20 Replica 6B after knapping off the flakes (Source: Authors own) 
TS 
Figure 21 Polishing experiment of Replica 6B using granite rock with sand 
and water (Source: Authors own) 
Figure 22 Replica 6B after polished using granite rock with sand and water 





Figure 22 Replica 6B after polished using granite rock with sand and water, 
under x40 magnification in microscope (Source: Authors own) 
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